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Disciplinary action means end of talks 
• By ANN DUNSMUIR 
• Herald Staff Writer 
Negotiations for a revised contract between 'the Canadian 
Association of Smelter and Allied Workers, local 1 and Alcan 
Smelter and Chemicals Ltd. broke off Friday when the 
company refused to withdraw disciplinary action against two 
'union members. 
CASAW business agent Wiho Papenbrock saidMonday that 
the union views disciplinary action during negotiations a  an 
attempt to threaten and intimidate the union. 
.."We have no alternative except to support our members," 
• t'apenbrock said. 
He said two Kemano workers have been singled out for 
refusing to work scheduled overtime. 
In a leaflet issued Monday, CASAW charges Alcan with 
violating the collective agreement and signed letter of un- 
derstanding a reed to by both parties prior to negotiations. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVA6E LTD. 
Seal Cove rid., Pr. gu|ert 
6244639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, tic. Call us - We are 
CpH Men. through Sat., 8 a,ia,-5 p.m, 
The leaflet states that if the discipline is not lifted the union 
will charge Alcan with bargaining inbad faith and violations 
of the current collective agreement. 
The current collective agreement ends in October 19110. The 
union requested the current round of negotiations to bring 
/dean salaries in line with Eurocan wages and the rise in the 
cost of living. 
Alcan has responded to the break off in negotiations by 
di~eg a.copy of the company's latest offer to all employees, 
umon rages me stand that no offer has been negotiated 
and will not present he offer to the membership unless 
requested to do so by the members. 
However, the union executive will not recommend ac- 
ceptance. 
The company has' offered an average 11.48 per cent in. 
=crosse. Under the present contract employees will receive a 
I.T~ pe.r cent increase in the contract year beginning Oct. 24. 
TERRACE-K IT IMAT 
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The company offered to pay the 1980 cost of living 
allowance immediately instead of In quarterly payments as 
negotiated in 1977. The across the beard increase including 
all benefits' will amount o $1.02 per hour. 
Alcan has offered to iflcrease the company contribution to 
the medical plan to 100 per cent and to the dental plan to 85 
per cent. 
• Benefits also include an additional one Week vacation for 
employees completing 5,10, 15, 20, or 25 years of continuous 
service. 
A letter to employees accompanying the offer, states that 
the company believes "discussion of discipline properly 
belongs in grievance procedure" and refused the' union 
request to withdraw the discipline. 
The letter also says that "in the company's view the talks 
had led to some very positive results in respect o im- 
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number of apparent phoney Nicolson said the letters all 
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growing, the attorney. Hesaida number of letters 
general's ministry launched first appeared in the paper 
a provincewide RCMP during March and April, 
inquiry Monday into the 1976. When four of the names By ED YUDIN 
situation, were checked, . it was Herald Staff Writer 
The RCMP also has been discovered they did not exist. Ferry service to the 
asked to investigate tapes Then during last spring's Northwest will increase 
made at a Social Credit campaign, a second wave of next year, but there are 
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researchers advised party appear, he said, ferry terminal at 
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saldMonday he believes that incident." district council members 
as many as 20 letters bearing Neff McDiarmld, associate Monday evening. 
fake names were printed in deputy attorney-general,. 
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Carter favor , American rou'ql  reaetivating the Queen s rvic  will ~: "~: . . . . . .  Surreyl ' ,  ' " 
By BOB DOUGLAS added with a smile tbat"l'm respected but his outspoken, days when both were he supplied to the Queen 
bound to make mistakes style .sometimes rubbed gnver~ora, 
Ambassador Kenneth Curtis ssmewbere along the llne." Canadian politicians the The new ambassador said 
Curtis does not seem as in- 
timidatlng a man as Enders, 
who physically towered over 
most people in Ottawa and 
had an Intellect o match. 
Enders was greatly 
wrong way. he expects this close 
But Curtis has one ad- relationship will be useful as 
vantage Enders lacked - -  a he deals with major Canada. 
direct link to the White U.S. issues. That list in- 
House. He is a close friend of ' eludes such perennfal 
Carter's, dating back to the problems as the en- 
vironment, energy, fisheries 
and the auto pact. 
He also has long ex- 
perience with border issues 
as a New England governor 
dealing with the Atlantic 
provinces. And he is a for- 
sensitive time In Canada- 
U.S. relations. 
A relaxed, smtiing man, 
Curtis is politically astute. 
He answers questions 
quickly but carefully. 
"I hope I don't say 
anything that ruffles 
feathers," he said. But he 
TAASK is protesting 
pipeline, tanker plan 
Terrace representatives of 
two wildlife organizations 
and an environmental 
protest group have called on 
Prime Minister Joe Clark to 
delay the Dec. 6 deadline on 
a decision regarding oil 
supplies to the midwoatern 
United States. 
and the Steelhead Society. 
In the letter signed by 
Asante, it says that the 
meeting was called because 
the groups are. afraid 
Canadian approval may he 
granted for the Trans 
Mountain Pipeline proposal 
before adequa'te en- 
vironmental impact studies 
are undertaken. 
The letter also asks for a 
"Thompson-type" enquiry 
before any decision is made 
regarding tanker traffic, 
pipelines or oil ports. 
Anante calls on the Clark 
government to introduce 
ieglsletlon to deal with the 
risks of existing and 
proposed tanker traffic. 
Suggestions for such 
l~gislation includes an oil 
spill contingency fund using 
royalties paid by oil core- 
panics using coastal waters. 
Asante also suggests Up- 
dating and enforcing laws 
concerning safety standards 
for Canadian ships, as well 
as demanding foreign ships 
meet hose same standards. 
"To legitimize the validity 
of fears such as ours," the 
letter eads, "we point to the 
recent calamitous, un- 
controlled spill in the 
comparitively placid waters 
of the Gulf of Mexico." 
OLD 
OTTAWA (CP) --  U.S. 
says he expects President 
Carter will back a con- 
troverslal all-American oil 
route from Alaska despite 
Canadian objections to West 
Coast tanker traffic. 
But he indicated in an 
interview Monday there is an 
outside chance the Canadian 
Trams Mountain propceal to 
carry the Alaskan oil 
through southern Canada 
~111 still win out. 
The affable, 49-year-old 
ambassador expressed 
hopes the oil route decision, 
still months away, won't 
strain relations between 
Ottawa and Washington. 
"There is a major attempt 
to reduce environmental 
risks," he said, referring to 
Canadian fears of oil spills 
along the West Coast. 
The oil pipeline problem is 
bound to be a major issue in 
talks here between Carter 
and Prime Minister Clark 
l~ov. 9-10. 
This political hot potato 
landed in Curtls's lap just 
after he arrived to take over 
aa ambassador from 
Thomas Enders. 
In qulck succession, U.S. 
.Interior Secretary Cecil 
Andrus recommended the 
Northern Tier route through 
the U.S. northern states and 
Foothills, wh ichwas  
proposing a land route 
through Canada, tern- 
perarlly withdrew. 
The greying former Demo- 
cratic governor of Maine 
may be Just the right man for 
the ambassador's jobat this 
Dog shoots  
h i s  ' " master .  
MOSES LAKE, Wash. 
(AP)' -- A hunter shot 
himself while using the butt 
of his 12.gauge shotgun to 
discipline his dog, say Grant 
County authorities. 
County Coroner Dick 
Zornse said DonEe Wheeler, 
28, of Quincy, Wash., died In 
a Moses Lake hospital 
shortly after the ace!dent 
Sunday. 
Wheeler was hunting with 
a 13.year-old companion 
when the accident occurred, 
Zornes said. 
Wheeler apparently 
became angry with the dog 
and was swinging the butt of 
, the gun at the animal when 
the weapon discharged, 
gornes said. 
Following a meeting in 
Terrace Sunday, Nadlne 
Asante, a representative of 
the Terrace Alliance Against 
Supertunkers (TAASK) to 
Kitimat released a letter to 
Clark Monday which outlines 
the concerns expressed by 
representatives Of TAASK, 
the B.C. Wildlife Federation 
Fishermen join fight 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
United Fishermen and Allied 
Workers Union has Joined a 
concerted attack against 
Traus Mountain Pipe Line 
Co.'s plan to carry Alaskan 
oil by tanker to an oil port to 
he built on Juan de P'uca 
Strait. 
Officials Of the 8,000. 
member union hurriedly 
decided Monday to intervene 
agalost Trane Mountain at a 
Natlonal Energy Board 
hearing after learning of 
testimony from a Canadian 
Coast Guard official about a 
proposed  vesse l  
management scheme for the 
strait. 
"We are concerned that 
the deficiencies in the 
system were not brought out 
in the cross-examination 
that was done," said union 
representat ive  Arnie 
Thomlinson. 
Trams Mountain's proposal 
would bring oil tankers to 
with 60 miles of the B.C. 
coast, 
"Fishermen's lives are in 
danger," Bert Ogden, union 
safety director, said in an 
interview. "There have 
already been several cases 
of ncar.eollisions between 
freighters and fishing beats 
in the strait." 
The union joins various 
environmental groups, Dr. 
Andrew Thompson --  
chairman of-the West Coast 
oil parts inquiry of two years 
ago-- and Foothills Oil Pipe 
Line Ltd. of Vancouver in 
attacks on the Trams Moun- 
tain plan. 
Foothills has proposed an 
allland route with a pipeline 
from Fairbanks, Alaska, to 
Edmonton, then south to the 
U.S. 
Trams Mountain is 
proposing to build an oil port 
at Low Point, Wasb., to 
receive oil from tankers, and 
then pump it to Edmonton in 
a pipeline. 
Coast Guard official M. A. 
Turner told the hearing last 
week that a set of shipping 
lanes established in con. 
Juoctios with a network of 
radar coverage for ships 
entering the strait already is 
being completed. 
• The hearing was told it is 
provements in the present collective agreement." 
"Further, the company believes that those improvements 
should he presented to all its employees for their con- 
sideration." 
"This offer will remain available until the company is 
notified by the union that it has not been accepted by the 
membership at the special meeting called by the union for 
Tuesday, Oct. 23, 1979". 
The special meeting, however, will not he held. The anion 
executive has cancelled the meeting on grounds that he offer 
was not negotiated. 
Papenbrock said Monday that the company's offer con- 
tained "no union in-put." 
He described the proposed agreement which would run 
until October 1981 as inadequate b cause there would be no 
cost of living protecti6n in the second year and no im- 
provements in pensions, contract language, and anion 
security. 
hoped that adherence to 
shipping lanes, now 
voluntary, will become 
mandatory when the ln- 
tergovernmental Maritime 
Consultative Organization 
approves of the system. 
But Thomlinson and Ogden 
said that the organization 
will only agree to a man- 
datory requirement if 
commercial fishermen are 
swept out of the strait every 
time a ship passes through 
the lanes. 
Although the union was 
granted intervenor status 
Monday, it won't be able to 
cressenamlne Turner or any 
other official who has' 
f ln fshed tes t i fy ing .  
Thomlinson said the union 
will introduce its own evl- 
donee about he safety prob- 
lems involved in allowing 
more oil tankers into the 
strait, 
Thomlinson said the union 
didn't intervene arlier in 
the hearing because of the 
cost involved, particularly 
when the original proposal 
called for the hearing to he in 
Ottawa. 
14 Flavors 
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Charlotte Islands by the. 
Queen of Prince Rupert, 
and such remote areas as 
Ocean Falls and Bella 
Bella will receive oc- 
casional service. The 
doubling of the Prince 
I 
NAMES 
STAY 
SECRET 
fe r r ies  
to K i t imat  
Rupert capacity is ' sidles are concerned," he 
scheduled to begin in said. 
June of 1980. 
' In  ttWning down an 
application from Kitimat 
Mayor George Them for 
ferry service there, the 
minister emphasized the 
cost factor. 
"It is very costly to run 
a boat through the 
Douglas Channel and 
back," he explained. "We 
are presently losing t50 
million a year on the B.C. 
Ferry Corporation." 
The minister noted it 
cost $12 million to sub- 
sidize the Prince Rupert 
• run due to the distance 
.trayelled~.,-~,:i~,.,. 
Rupert is the biggest 
loser we have in the ferry 
system as far as sub- 
In reject ing Thom's 
call for a ferry terminal, 
he pointed out that there 
were two other means of 
transport avai lable,  the 
Terrace-Kitimat airport 
and the highway system. 
He termed Thorn's 
suggestion that the north- 
west was being subjected 
to political blackballing 
as "hogwash". He also 
said no to Thorn's idea of 
changing highway 25 to 
37, so as to encourage 
tourism. The minister 
pointed out that while 25 
was not an offical in- 
terpr0.vinclal  ~way,  
the Y i '6 id ' " '  i;~cbti~ed 
generous funding and 
recently half the road 
was repaved. 
mer-member of the In- 
ternational Joint Com- 
mission which oversees 
Canada.U.S. boundary 
waters. 
Asked whether the $1.6 
billion Northern Tier project 
is a virtual shoo-in ow that 
Foothills has pulled out, 
Curtis said: 
"Very candidly, I would be 
surprised if the president 
didn't basically go along 
with Secretary Andrus' 
recommendation." 
But he noted the Andrus 
recommendation allowed for 
a "12-month test period" 
which would determine 
whether the Northern Tier 
plan could get financing. 
"While the recom- 
mendation Is a strong one, 
the final decision hasn't 
obviously been made," 
Curtis said. 
So he indicated the Trans 
Mountain proposal, which is 
about one-third the cost of 
the Northers Tier plan, still 
has a chance. 
Ottawa has not supported 
either plan because both 
include tanker traffic along 
the West Coast from Alaska 
to ports in Washington state. 
The Trans Mountain 
project would channel the oil 
from a Washington port 
through British Columbia to 
Edmonton and south to the 
U.S. The Northern Tier plan 
calls for an all.American 
route across the northers 
states. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
A prostitute's little brown 
book includes 800 names, 
some from "the highest 
level in our society," but 
it will never be made 
pobIlc, a precidlng Judge 
ruled Menday. 
The beck belol~s to 
Wendy King, 31, of 
Vancouver, who pleaded 
guilty in provincl/d court 
to keeping a common 
bawdy house in an 
apartment between May 
and September, 1978.. 
Judge Darrell Jones 
ordered the notebook 
sealed, saying that he was 
acting to avoid embar- 
rassment to persons 
named in the notebook "or 
identified in the wiretaps. 
"It does not serve any 
useful purpose to make 
them public." 
Radio ops 
out today 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
Negot iat ions remained 
deadlocked today 
Canada's 1,150 striking :i~" 
and marine radio operators 
entered the first full day of a 
country.wide strike. 
The operators have been 
conducting limited walkouts 
for a week to back demands 
for a new contract. 
Highways to 
be upgraded 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
There will he continued upgrading o f  the 
Yellowhead and Stewart Cassiar highways in 1980 
revealed the provincial highways .minister, Alex 
Fraser, who was visiting Terrace Monday. 
Tenders furl the paving of a 26.4 kilometer stretch 
along the Yellowhead between the Khyex River and 
Backwater Creek will be opened on Nov. 1, with a 
tentative completion date of August 1, 1980. According 
to the highways minister, the total construction and 
pavement costs for the 15-mile stretch will eventually 
total $20 million. In addition to the paving project, nine 
bridges are being built or completed between the 
stretch located between Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
Speaking at a press conference at the Lakelse Hotel, 
Fraser evealed additional plans to construct another 
18 kilometres of highway 37 from the Skeena River 
bridge at Fdtwnnga north to the Crandberry River 
bridge. 
The minister pointed out that between 1974 and 1979 
$56 million has been spent on the Stewart Cassiar 
route, $38 million by the provincial government. 
Fraser, however, lambasted the federal government 
for its decision to pull out of the Western Northlands 
Agreement which saw ~ million in subsidies for 
northern highways in the region. Fraser called for 
support in regaining federal monies for northwestern 
highways. He urged the Yellowhead Highway 
Association, which he says has been critical of the 
B.C. government for the past ten years, to help in the 
fight for additional funds. 
"The fact of the matter is I would like to see the 
M.P. in the area (Jim Fulton) help get more money 
from Ottawa," he said in calling for help from all 
sides. 
Even if federal funds are not forthcoming, the Social 
Credit government intends to continue the develop- 
ment of Highway 37, Fraser said. 
"This highway, the only north-south route west of 
Highway 97 is opening up northwestern British 
Columbia to tourism, as access to natural resources 
and as a link with central and Southern areas of the 
province via the Prince Rupert ferry service and 
forthcoming augmented ferry service to the Queen 
Charlottes," he concluded. 
Amalgamation under study 
The newly formed amalgamation committee has The function of the amalgamation committee is 
appointed a chairman, Terrace alderman Heimut 
Giesbrecht, and a technical committee has been 
created as well. 
The technical committee consists of Terrace 
municipal administrator Bob Hallsor, John Pousette, 
the administrator for the Regional District of Kltlmat- 
Stiklne, and other personnel in both departments. It 
will be consulting with other municipalities .which 
have undergone amalgamation. 
clearly defined. 
"It generally was felt that our function was to 
prepare the information and at some point the citizens 
would get to voice their opposition or dinam~roval," 
' " *1  • - - - -  " Glesbrecht explained. There rs no way we intend to 
ram something down people's throats." 
Both planning departments will be involved in the 
study, which is expected to result in a clear decision 
one way or another by March t, 1980. 
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Chairs -- Recliners -- End Tables -- 
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Beds & Box Springs 
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FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
District of Terrace Only 
id offered t( the elderly 
By MARLENE ORTON extend benefits to cover pension onthebaslsofbeing overnment had not pro. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A bill persons widowed more than able to answer the question: vided these benefits. 
ensuring elderly wldowsand, six months. ' Have you got a man? Dead But he shared coneerss ex. 
widowers are provided with An allowance ofup to $301 or alive, have you got a pressed by Liberal Rene 
spouse's pension benefits is paid to pensioner's man?" Cousineau about he cost of 
was approved in principle spouses who are between 60 Tory Gus Mitges (Grey- the benefits program. 
and sent to committee for and 65. It terminates ix Simcee)ssidhisgovernment Cousineau (Gatineau) 
further study after Secoud months after the pensioner could afford to be more asked how many jobs in 
other sectors and what other reading in the Commons on 
Monday. 
It was the Progressive 
Conservative government's 
first bill of the new 
Parliament tobe steered into 
committee and it happened 
after just one day's debate 
and with no opposition. 
Most MPs praised the bill, 
saying such legislatioiz, 
which would affect an 
estimated 2,200 recipients -- 
mestly women, between 65 
and 65 years old -- saying it 
should have been enacted 
years ago. 
Liberals, New Democrats 
and one Conservative called 
for further changes that 
would protect single women 
and other elderly in need and 
dies, leaving the spouse 
without resources when it 
may be needed meat. 
The bill will apply to 
spouses of pensioners who 
died during the six months 
before passage. 
It will also ensure contin. 
ustion of pensions and allow- 
magnanimous towards the 
elderly since twothirds of 
them have no pensions at all. 
He said the bill must he 
changed at least to accom- 
modate all widows and 
widowers between 60 and 65 
years old. 
External Affairs Minister 
antes should the partner Flora MacDonald escribed 
receiving the allowance be the bill as a Conservative 
sentenced to prison for mere promise fulfilled. 
than 90 days. "It is symbolic in that it 
Stanley Knowles, New demonstrates •that this 
Demecratie House loader government will tackle the 
and a longllme crusader for problems of the elderly with 
better pensions, called the vigor and compassion." 
legislation discriminatory , Paul McCrae, Liberal 
because it applies only .to member for the Ontario 
widows and not to single riding of Thunder Bay- 
women. Atlkokan, Said he was em- 
"They (the spouses) ge~ a herrassed that the previous 
Be r,]repared for oil hikes 
By PHILIP MAIL 
CALGARY (CP) - -  
Provin'elal energy ministers 
were told Monday that 
Canadians should be 
prepared tol~ay a $4 am:ual 
increase in the price of 
domestic rude oil between 
now and 1983 if Canada is to 
be self.sufficient in energy 
by the end of the next 
decade. 
Fraser Allen, chairman of 
the Canadian Petroleum 
Association, told reporters 
following a speech to the 
ministers that additional 
annual increases of at least 
$5 a barrel will be needed 
until the gap between 
domestic and international 
prices is eliminated, to come in verY - large 
The ministers and their mnounta." 
deputies, who together form Ontario has strongly op- 
the inter.Provincial Ad- posed quick oil-price in- 
visory Council on Energy, creases which it says would 
are holding two days of be disastrous for the 
closed sessions on energy province's manufacturing 
policy, sector. 
Allen's presentation, a Allen said there was no in. 
joint effort of the Pek-'oleum dication of Ontario's reac- 
Association and the In- tion to the proposal during 
dependent Petro leum the presentation. About half 
Association' of Canada, was of the provincial ministers 
one of six industry submis- had not yet arrived for the 
sions. conference. But those 
Allen said the large in- present left quickly after the 
creases are necessary to meeting and were not avail- 
finance massive -energy able for comment. 
projects needed to increase One of the authors of the 
the domestic oil supply, plan said he doubts Ottawa 
"The money's got to come and the provinces will agree 
from somewhere and it's gut to it. 
Alberta Energy Minister 
I Mere Lettch said Ottawa 
I 
news reports that Alberta 
and the federal government 
have already agreed to a $4. 
a-barrel increase for next 
year were speculative. 
programs would have to be 
cut so the government could 
afford the $4.6 million for the 
benefits in the bill. 
Several opposition MPs 
talked about the value of 
having a guaranteed annual 
income for those aver the 
age of 65. 
Eudore Allard' (SC--Ri- 
measkl), for example, said 
providing pensions or ,in- 
come supplements for those 
over 60 would free nearly 
300,000 jobs for younger 
Canadians and reduce the 
drain on the unemployment 
insurance program. 
The ideal solution is 
undeniably a guaranteed' 
annual income," he said. 
Bianchi 
admits  
murders 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  
Quietly repeating, "Yea, I 
did," Kenneth Blanchi ad. 
mitred taking the lives of five 
women in the Hillside 
Strangler slayings that 
terrorized Los Angeles and 
wan sentenced to six life 
prison terms. 
"I wish I had the power to 
runthe  sentences con- 
secutively, but in this state 
they must be merged as a 
matter of law," Superior 
Court Judge William Keens 
told Bienchi as he imposed 
the terms Monday. 
• Blanchi's pleas were part 
of a bargain struck with 
authoritloa, llowing him to 
escape the death penalty for 
strangulations here and in 
Washington state in ex- 
change for his testimeay 
against his eousin, Angelo 
Bueao. 
TUESDAY 
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0 
For 10 Days OnLy 
s  os30  or more on any 
MAYTAG WASHER, DRYER 
or DISHWASHER 
• The t'/;aytag Heavy Duty 
Washer Is #1 in length 
of life and fewer repairs 
• Uses less total water than 
other like-size lop-loading 
automatic washers • Energy ef- 
ficient * Multiple water level and 
water temp controls on all 
models • Cycles for every need 
• Exclusive power fin agttafor 
• The Maytag Big Load Dryer 
has ihe some basic con- 
struction as the #1 seller 
In self-service laundries 
• Energy efficient • Choose 
from Electronic, Auto-Dry or 
Time Controls • Gentle low 
lemperafure drying of all lypes 
of dryable fabrics • Exclusive 
Dura.Cushion drum finish • 
Beautiful yet tough cabinet 
AlO8 
=628 Do  468 o° 
Budget Terms Available 
TBTE . 
Furniture & Appliances 
4554 LAKELSE AVE. 
PHONE 638-1158 
• The Mayt4 g Jelclean Dish- 
washer is in cleaning 
power - outcleans them all 
on cycles used most 
• Energy Saver Drying Cycle on 
all models - circulales air with- 
out heal * Metered fill • Self- 
cleaning Micro-Mesh fJl er 
• Three'level Jetwash system • 
Dual-deep racking = Energy.engi- 
neered • Unique power module 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
()TTAWA (CP) -- 
Canadian exporters have 
been told that whether they 
are trying to penetrate the 
massive U~ited States 
market or scQuting new ones 
in the developing world they 
must be aggressive and 
devious. 
Industry Minister Robert 
de Cotret urged delegates to
the Canadian Export 
Associat ion's annual  
meeting Monday to be 
aggressive' competitors 
while warning that govern. 
merit intervention on their 
behalf is over. 
"We have to be more 
aggressive," said de Cotret. 
"The days of the boy scout 
are overl" 
He was referring to what. 
he said was the previous 
government's tendency todo 
the private sector's job for it 
from market surveys 
through trade negotiations 
and marketing open doors. 
De Cotret said the govern- 
ment would continue to open 
doors to emerging markets 
in the developing countries, 
especially China which was 
recently extended a $2- 
billion line.ofcredit and 
preferential trade status, but 
warned against using such 
aid as a crutch. 
Blood less  coup not now 
SAN SALVADOR (Reuter) 
- -  At least four persons were 
'shot to death and extreme 
leftists took over two 
churches as rsnev,'ed tension 
gripped El Salvador one 
week after a blondless coup, 
Shooting broke out Man- 
day when security forces 
began searching anti- 
government demonstrators 
.for weapons at a rally called 
by the Marxist Popular 
Revolutionary Bloc. 
Witnesses aid four. por. 
sons were killed and several 
injured as gunfire •sent 
demonstrators scurrying for 
safety. 
Meanwhile, leftists took 
over the capital's cathedral 
and a nearby church. A 
woman telephoned Reuters 
news agency and said the 
move was aimed at testing 
"the Junta's promises of an 
end to repression." 
A 6ivlllan.mtlitary junta 
deposed rightist President 
Carlos Humherto Romero 
last week and promised far- 
reaching social reforms. 
Shah in NY hospital 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  Shah 
Mohammed Reed Pahlevi, 
deposed ruler of Iren, was 
admitted the New York 
Hospital.Cornell Medical 
Centre today, a hospital 
spokesman said. The nature 
of the shah's illness was not 
made public. 
'current edition reports the 
Shah, who has been tried in 
absentla in Irun and san- 
tenced to deatlt, has been 
unhappy that his face is so 
recognizable and has had his 
agents talk to plastic sur- 
geons about a change. 
Life" said. the shah, the 
. ~ target .of. death squads 
WiLliam Greene, hospitai. ~ganized by revolutionary 
administrator, said the shah ,court judge Ayatollah Sadeq 
was admitted at abot~ .11 Khalldmli, has  denied its 
p.m. EDT Monday, about aq .c, report: Kh~lkhali has offerS,. 
hourafKerhearr!v~d i .N~W.:va ~ty~TpE.:~the shah s 
York at I~ 'Ou l / r~ ' /d rpo~'"  exec'uiJ'~,:.'! : ' 
aboard a Guifstream. twin. Thqshah as been living in 
'engined Jet. Cuernavaca, Mexico, since 
, Life" magazine in its he was forced to leave Irun 
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Library 
hotline 
Inn Mugridge, (left) director of university programs 
at the Open Learning Institute, watches Ol i l  
Librarian Barabara Webh operate newly-created hot- 
line system wldch links students outside Vancouver to 
the more than one mill ion volumes at SFU library. 
Library by phone now 
B.C.'s newly-created Open 
Learning Instututo has 
an ,,snob%  pe enlal 
library . system wh- 
cth links students in isolated 
communities to the more 
than one million vdumea t 
Simon Fraser University's 
library. 
• Isn Mugridge, director of 
university programs at the 
lnstutute and one of the 
creators of the system, says 
the program which went into 
operation in September is 
the first of iis kind and is an 
important ingredient in 
enabl ing home-study 
students in the university 
ia'ogram to receive a high-. 
quality education. 
"It's impossible toproduce 
a course package'., par-  
ticularly for third and fourth 
year university studehts 
which contains all the 
material a student may 
need." he said. 
Mudridge said the Open 
Learning Institute was 
launched Just over a year 
ago by the B.C. minlatry of 
education to provide home- 
study courses to British 
Columbians who can't attend 
conventional learning in- 
atitutions. 
Terrace 
He said the institute ofbre 
secondary school, technical 
and vocational courses as 
well as university courses 
which lead to B.A. and B.S.C. 
DEGREES. 
MtqFldge said Oil will 
stutlan at theSFU library a 
full.time librarian whose Job 
it will he to answer questions 
and respond to req{sesis for 
books and xeroxed material 
from Oil students. 
"There's a toll-free 
number and the stndeatcall 
call any time day or n~hat 
because there's 
mechanical answering 
service which will record 
requests when' the librarian 
isn't available. ' :'- , 
"We.sh0eld be able to put a 
book: in' a -etndent's hands 
withln om to:f0ur days sitar.' 
depending on the mail said 
Magrtdge. 
He said atudenla W tht 
Open Lears~ Institute 
be issued library cards 
which will he kept at,the 
library so books can he 
charged out against i ~ 
The system will be 
saseasnd in January and 
¢~laiain  April co'that a 
on can be made about 
men win 
seat belt award 
Two Terrace men who 
were saved from serious 
injm'y because they were 
wearing seat belts when 
their pickup truck collided 
head-on with a tractor trailer 
have received ~workers' 
Compensation Board 'Belt- 
Up Awards. 
Brian Smith of 4530 
Lakelse Ave. and'  Ed 
Betemps of 2702 Keefer 
escaped with minor injuries 
when their pickup was hit 
head on Last Dec. 0 by the 
truck and slammed into a 
concrete support pillar on a 
highway in Kiilmat. The 
pickup was a write-off and 
the men reported that 
without their seat-belta hey 
would probably have been 
killed. 
Belt-Up Awards ~. . .a -  
framed eertifteate and a bel~,, 
with ~ a ~ ~pe~ially-designe~d 
buckle' " ~are given to  
workers who have been 
protecting their safety by 
using seat belt= when they 
were involved in accidents. 
The awards were made to 
the two men, who work for 
B.C. Forest Service, a t  
Terrace on Oct. 22 by Mark 
Raelle, an accident 
prevention officer with the 
W.C.B. Terrace office. 
Hazelton, Kitwanga 
study incorporation 
Meetings in Haselton and 
Kitwan~a will take place on 
Nov.0 and 7 to determine the 
incorporation plans for these 
communities. 
Marry Allen, the regional 
district director for the area, 
says tentative plans call for 
either separate er combined 
incorporation for New and 
South Haselton, as well as 
Kitwaaga. 
Allen, who announced 
Monday that he will be a 
candidate in the upcoming 
board elections, says the 
incorporation plans are a 
priority in his esmpal~n. He 
has served as a director on 
the regional district of 
Kitimat Stikine for six years, 
and earlle~ was an alternate. 
Plans to finally pave the 
second road up to Kkplox is 
another rotter of concern to 
him. 
"We're plaaning to go 
ahead on that next summer, 
the a~r~e, meat has been 
me.hod, he indicated, Co- 
operation fl'om highways Is 
till to he securnd. 
On his re-election plans, 
Alien says he is not aware of 
any declared oppobillon and 
felt 'Tee given damn good 
~ resentation," notin~ the was a thankless one in 
many ways. 
Allen was elected by ac- 
clamation last time, 
CanCel is doing well 
Canadian Cellulose 
Company which owns and 
operates the Twin River 
Timber operation i  Terrace 
reports third quarter profits 
of ;3,8 million, Total sales for 
the company are up from 
t39,9 million to ;31 in the 
third quarter of the year, as 
compared to 1978, 
The President and chief 
executive officer of 
Canadian Cellulose, Donald 
Watson, says firm demand 
and higher prices for kraft 
pulp and continuing strong 
lumber market partially 
offset what he termed the 
"negative aspect of union 
strikes totalling 34 days" at 
the company's Prince 
~d l~ operations. Watson 
mand for pulp con- 
tinues to he strong in all 
major market areas, though 
the slowdown in the U.S, 
economy may have an im- 
pact on the demand for 
paper elated In'Odaeta. 
The record of the com- 
pany's lumber operations 
has beeaa "hlljhllght" of the 
quarter and year.to-date, he
said, adding that the sector 
made an excellent con- 
tribution to earnings as 
prices and sales wore higher 
than anticipated. 
The outlook for lumber 
though is not an promising as 
pulp. The recent increase in 
intorest rates is expected to 
have a depre~dng affect on 
the housing market in the 
U.S., 
WAS CRIME MINISTER 
Confucius was appointed 
minister of crime for the city 
of Chun~-tu in498 BC. 
Its eonllnuatlon. 
Persons wishing more 
information about courses at 
the institute can write the 
Open Learning Institute, Box 
94,000, Richmond, B.C. V6Y 
2&2 or can call collect at 270- 
8021. 
* , ,  ," 1 , , *  
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Stall Writer 
Is the B.C. Ferry Cor- 
poratlon hurting private 
industry? That is the fear 
being expressed by t the 
provincial  highways 
minister and chairman ofthe 
corporation, Alex Fraser. 
Aside from its passenger 
service, the B.C. Ferry 
Corporation is involved in 
freight ransport on a limited 
scale throughout the 
province, including Kitimat. 
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Ferries hurting business 
The idea is to augment 
service where it is not suf-, 
fldently supplied by private' 
industry. However, while 
visiting with the Terrace 
district council members in 
Terrace Monday evening, 
the minister expressed the 
fear that the corporation 
might be forcing certain 
companies towithdraw their 
business. 
"We're having our 
problems now with the 
private sector," Fraser said. 
Labor concerned 
about staffing 
, LacEd labor representative 
Paul Jobusonexpreased the 
Kitlmat, Terrace an6 
District Labor Council's 
concern over staffing at the 
Worker's Compensation 
Board Office and provincial 
department of labor office 
here in Terrace in an in- 
terview Monday. 
"These two vital offices 
are understaffed," Johnson 
charged. "This means that 
the compensation board is 
unable to adequately inspect 
work sites and the labor 
board cannot quickly enough 
investi~ato c mplaints." 
Johnson said there isn't 
saoush public information 
Imlag disseminated by these 
offices because they are 
barely able to keep up with 
the wofidsad they have now. 
Johnson sat~ these offices 
should be edt~x~ion.~ieated 
as .well just dea~g with 
complaints and as t,~.e result 
of the understaffing they 
can't do this. 
"This is specifically in. 
pertant o the unergahizod 
worker as he or she has no 
protective body such as a 
union to go to," J~usca 
said. 
Johnson said t~ labor 
union's organization here 
will he lobbying with the 
provincial government to
increase the staffing at both 
offices. 
"They're saying our rates 
aren't substantial enough to 
compete with. They have to 
set their rates beyond our 
rates," he said. 
Some firms in the lower 
mainland, notably the 
C.P.R. has withdrawn its 
service due to the un- 
derontting rates offered by 
the government run ferry 
corporation, Fraser said. 
Fraser did not indicate if he 
intended to cut back the 
freight service. 
Richard's Cleaners Lt(l. 
"use our handy drive-in window" 
COIN CLEAN LAUNDR 
at the corner of LAZELLE & EMERSON 
ISanllone I 
t J 
3223 Emerson 
636 6110 . . . , . . , , , o , . , .  =m RENTAL SERVICES LTD.  ~LL |  • RENTAL 
e ~  LICENSED OP, RATOR 
OPEN 
Men, tkru Sit, 0OIIttowR Terrace 
HOME HEATING COSTS SOLVED! 
® 
FREE HEAT MACHINE 
CREDITS: 
1. CSA listed/approved No. 113-1976 
• O. .  C ;;) O . . . . .  =;~,.'.~ ,,% ,2. I~/L~,hsted/approved N ~/"582 '~'=' ~"~;::~'~'~ 
3.  "Wood Burning Journal /committee 
selected the "Free Heat Machine" 
for the White House 
4. Tested/certified by utility companies 
5. Laboratory tested 
The FREE HEAT MACHINE 
THE FREE HEAT will turn your fireplace into an MACHINE'an be heating. 
your home TOMORROW! efficient home heating systems The unit]sengineeredtofiteasilyinto 
The Free Heat Machine wil l  produce up to 38,000 BTU's of useable heat. 
Enough to reduce your~heatlng blll~by as much as 75 percent. 
Heats up to 1,500 sq. i t . i~  Ilvln~"brea; ' more even area with an In.home 
forced air system..  ................................ :~  
t 
Built-In fans move 160 cub!~,~t)~;~rm~f i l te red  air per minute through 
the "Free Heat N~chlne" ~s~i~:  ":' i i 
Decorative V4" tempered, glass:doors pr, eyent heat loss. 
Certified consumer safe 
Eliminates most smoking problems. 
e 
I I I ;~ '1  I I I I I 
I DEPTH R E A R  r -.. e 'm WIDTH 
El HT 
I FRONT 
-r- L. f eOTTOM 0EPT. 
your xisting masonry fireplace. After as- 
sembly, you just slide it into place, con- 
nect the electrical cord, and start a fire!. 
For more information, give us a call 
today. 
Bring measurements of your fireplace 
to our Woodburning Show 
UNUSUAL 
OPPORTUNITY 
We need a sales agent 
and a stocking dealer 
See us at the show I 
o . 
r 
I i  
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Another shoe has fallen. 
It took long enough. We've been listening for it for 
quite some time now. The silence from Mills Memorial 
Hospital had become almost deafening. 
During the summer almost half th'e department 
heads at Mills Memorial Hospital quit almost 
simultaneously. At that time the just recently 
resigned administrator, John Allen, denied there Were 
any personnel problems at the hospital. He said those 
who left did so for personal reasons. This is what 
Wayne Epp, the chairman of the hospital board, is now 
saying of John Alleu's recent resignation. 
Mills has had considerable trouble keeping staff, 
especially accountants• Graham Palmer has, 
however, stepped back into that Job now that Allen has 
left• 
Part of the problem seems to be budget. Allen ap- 
parently put considerable pressure on to keep the 
hospital within the government guidelines. Some now 
say the hospital is suffering as a result. Allen's sharp 
pencil left middle management facing a reluctant 
staff, a staff bent on making certin they weren't he 
part cut back. 
The other part of the problem seems to be in the 
confusion caused by having staff, especially ac- 
countants, leave• 
o 
'Plus $9.95 for storage~ 
NDP CRITIC CLAIMS 
PetroCanada plan flawed 
By GARRY FAIRBAIRN 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Take the 
$3.5-billion Petro.Canada 
empire, divide it among 23 
million Canadians, and each 
man, woman and child is 
richer by $152.17, right? 
Dead wrong, says Cyril 
$ymeS. 
In fact, the NDP energy 
spokesman said Thursday, 
they would end up being alot 
poorer -- not Just in nbstract 
ideological .~erms, but in 
hard dollars. 
Developing new energy 
supplies is a long, costly 
road, he said in an interview. 
Bribing profit-motivated oil 
companies to travel that 
road would eventually cost 
billions in oil prices in- 
creases and tax concessions. 
The hospital has had to hire an outside firm of 
chartered accountants to do not only the regular audit 
but also the day-to-day accounting and a special audit 
of the over $6 million building expansio n and 
renovation . . . .  ~ "While giving out free 
Some members of the board will criticize Allen for ~ shares may sound good in 
hi~ handling of personnel matters. O~ers will suggest the short run, in the.long run 
that keeping within government guidelines was not I think they're going to be 
politically smart. The government did pick up the paying more out of their 
deficits and added that money to next year's budget, other pockets in financing 
these high-risk, longterm To be fair, board members also praise some aspects of developments." 
Allen's adminisiration. Board members do, however, Confronting that bleak 
get considerably nervous when rumors of financial interpretation is the 
finagling within the hospital are mentioned, unabashed froeenterprlss 
These questions are all toberouted through Epp. He philosophy of the Con-, 
blythely denies any knowledge of them and says he servative government and 
isn't concerned, its task force that recom. 
Epp also denies knowledge of d~'~io~, .~h~p~le~ 1 tar. ller. this we~ 
~reorgan~zat~on sna whether or not there were fiscal improprieties , . . . . . . . . .  • " pr~vauzauon of vetro. Discusmons which other sources ay led the board to Canada 
come to certain conclusions about questions with Jim "Maximum benefit results 
Allen's expense account. It did not involve real fraud, when government limlis its 
the board decided. It was, as one board member said, role to public.intersst ac- 
"rather like the Jack Davis affair." They seem to 
have ignored the fact that Davis was convicted, 
however. 
The Herald called Epp for a comment on Monday. 
Epp was asked about an investigation by police and 
charges contemplated in connection with fiddling an 
expense account. Epp said it was news to him. 
It is rather curious that, an the police went in with a 
search warrant some time ago and have been going 
through hospital files, Epp was unaware of the in- 
vestigation• 
Police sources ay it is usually the board that calls 
in police in cases like this. It would normally be on the 
board's invitation that he police would descend on the 
hospital. In this case, however, it may be an outsider 
who called in the cops. In any case, Epps's blase at- 
litude is somewhat puzzling. 
And if the lack of an accountant left the hospital's 
ledgers in the confusion that you would expect books 
not diligently kept in goodorder to be in, how much 
more may be hidden there? 
Is the board being ever so quiet becanse they are 
waiting for a third shoe to drop? One which will in- 
dicate that there must have been partners involved in 
the dancing to the tune of the fiddle Wayne Epp claims 
not to have heard. 
tivities that are not com- 
mercial," the task force 
report declares. "This 
leaves to private-sector 
citizens activities that are 
mot efficiently handled in a 
privateeector organizational 
mode," 
This means the govern. 
ment stays out of profitable 
activliiea. 
Starting from that 
l~emlse, the four-man group 
concludes that Petro-Cansda 
has often-incompatlble 
goals: Acting as an in- 
strument of national energy 
policy on one hand and 
"showing an appropriate 
profit from the use of the 
reaourcesunder its control" 
on the other. 
The clash of these twin 
principles, the report says, 
make decisions difficult and 
nan make it hard to deter. 
mine how well management 
is performing: "Losses 
which may actually be due to 
bad business Judgment may 
be attributed to fulfilling 
national objectives." 
As an alternative towhat it 
holds is a haphazard, am- 
biguous ituatina, the report 
calls for Petro.Canada to be- 
come a private companay, 
research and exploration, 
which might not yield 
returns for decades, would 
be transferred to a new 
government agency• 
"Privatization" would be 
achieved by the simple ex. 
pedient of giving Canadians 
shares in the company, 
limiting ledivldusi holding to 
business institutions each 
limited to a threa.per..ccent 
holding. 
That, the report contends, 
would produce the best of all 
worlds: Continued sece~nry 
government i volvement in 
energy development, pins an 
efficient, large, Cansdisn. 
owned oil company. 
with a normal mix of short- a maximum of one per cent. 
and longterm investments Shores could be sold on stock 
and debt and equity, markets six months after 
The bulk of costly frontier initial distribution, with 
ATmLt m  KS. I 
By THOMAS ATRILL [ 
l 
It is a case Of the blind leading the blind. " 
The Peanut President, o paraphrase a couple of old 
slogans, wrestled the economy into the ground, and 
got inflation moving again; and our own Pet Pierre 
did much the same for Canada. 
While Prime Minister 
Clark has declared his liking 
for the report, oppesltion 
Liberals and New 
Democrats are vehement in 
their denaneiatioos. 
In the throne .speech 
debate, Opposition Leader 
Pierre Trudnau reminded 
the Commons that his 
government created Petro. 
Canada in 1975 to be "a 
vehicle by which the go.. 
ernment could seek to obtain 
knowledge~of ' the domestic 
and international petroleum 
• industry." 
It acted, he said, because 
91 per cent of Canada's oil 
and gas was owned by eight 
Phoney letter 
to the editor 
Dear Terrace Daffy Trumpet, _ _ . 
I was having a wonderful time visiting Japan, ~oum 
Korea, Taiwan and other major democracies and 
sweatshops in the Free World. You can imagine my 
disappointment upon returning to Victoria to find that 
my government had come apart at the seams. 
Let me make one thing perfectly clear. It's wrong to 
write phoney letters. Absolutely wrong. (For the 
record, I'm also against kicking dogs, children, and 
Mr. Hitler's execution of the Jews in ~W2.) 
I'm nerfectly willing to admit that the gutless 
wretch'who advised Secred members to write phoney 
letters was employed by my government. Ofcourse, I 
had no knowledge of what he was doing, but I accept 
full responsibility for his despicable actions• 
Even though this rat was under the supervision of 
Education Minister Pat McGeer's present executive 
assistant, although I have no knowledge of what Mr. 
McG~r or his executive assistant are doing, I accept 
full responsibility for them. And although I, of course, 
had no knowledge of what Human Resources Minister 
Grace McCarthy's executive assistant was doing 
when he tape recorded the advice to write phoney 
letters, and have no knowledge whatsoever of what 
Mrs. McCarthy is doing, I accept full responsibility for 
them also. 
And although I had no knowledge whatsoever of 
what my chief personal assistant, Mr. Halde-, I mean, 
Mr. Dan Campbell was doing when he authorized the 
distribution of these shameful tapes during the 
election campaign, I want to say that I know Mr. 
Campbell to be one of the finest, most loyal ai~d sin- 
cere public servants who has ever been paid out of the 
public porkharrel. I, of course, accept full rospon- 
nibility for whatever he did, since I'm in charge here 
(isn't that right, Grace?)• 
I realize that phoney letters and dirty tricks aren't 
the only issues confronting my government. There's 
the millions of dollars we've squahdered on that 
besnbrained compulsory heroin scheme, and there's 
the giveaway of valuable B.C. farmland to Socred 
• cronies. I know that these are serious charges and I'm 
perfectly prepared to accept responsibility for them. 
When we began the compulsory heroin program, I 
can only say that I sincerely believed that this was the 
best way to get these disgusting creeps off the street. 
Even though every expert in the field told ns we were 
violating federal law, I assure you I had no intention of 
violating the law. And now that the courts have 
decided against us, and Justice has once again 
prevailed, my government will of course fully abide 
• by the Court's, decision while at°he same time we: 
sneak around Ottawa trying to get Joe Clark to change 
the law. 
As for the land taken out o'f the agricultural preserve 
and given to a Soored crony for industrial develop- 
Apologists blame our present economic ills on such 
nebulous factors as multinationals, windfall profits, 
world conditions and human greed. John Maynard 
Keynes, who should take most of the blame, is safely 
in his grave, while his disciples carry on the economic 
policies that he advocated in his ..General The~.ry, 
many decades ago. ~." "' " ~i 
Since most of the Free World based its econd~nic 
policies on Keynos' foolish theories, as interpreted by 
Galbraith and others, it should come as no surprise 
that most of our economies are suffering similar 
symptoms• 
A Marxist, Keynes first obliterated the facts and 
then built his Theory on suppositions, clothed in 
equations and other gobbledygook. Perhaps he did not 
succeed in fooling himself, but he certainly did 
mislead a long line of latter-day economists. Our 
present economic ills are the result. 
Ignoring all the age old rules of income and outgo; 
profit and loss, and substituting his own pot slogans 
and notions, Keynes advocated such nonsense as 
printing more money for more prosperity and spen- 
ding as a virtue. He cast aside the old rules, one of 
which makes a balanced budget mandatory. He 
scorned the idea that a nation's wealth, and that alone, 
can limit the amount of money allowed to circulate• In 
short, Keynes lived in a dream world. 
Decades of 'pump-primIng', public Works, increased 
dollar supply and tax-financed giveaways, have 
proven the bankruptcy ofKeynslan economics. Unless 
we reverse the trend, we face economic ollapse in 
many free countries. 
Let us put an end to this farce. Let usreturn to the 
old principles of a balanced budget, f r~  enterprise 
and an honest money supply, readily exchangeable for
gold, and let us begin the long haulhack'to economic 
responsibilitY~il 1 
Keynes " turn over in his .grave! 
multinational corporations, merit, I'm prepared to accept full responsibility, if it 
Now, "Petro-Canada is a can be proven that my government has broken any 
company that allows laws in doing this, but I don't hink you'll ever nail us 
Canadians for the first time in court on this one. It's true that Ainslie Lore°°e, 
t~ik~vv what is going on in director of Gloucester Properties, which will make a 
. ~ .~.~r .y .a ,~m~e~: .b~hd ie  now that their 626 acres has been removed 
on,'" ~ o"~ ,- .:~,~'..:~,/: : a~.s- frbi~iiagricultural reserve status, is a Socred. So 
Like theLiberuls, the NDP 
attacked the Conservative 
approach as one that would 
weaken Petro-Canada, 
splitting itin the face of giant 
competitors, 
The task force recom. 
me~dations, however, would 
still leave Petco-Canada" in 
privatized form with $2,6 
billion in assets, compared 
with today's ~3.5 billion. 
The lost $600 million, 
covering primarily in. 
vestments in longrange 
northern ~plorstton, would 
go to the proimsed new 
government agency. 
By that Symes nd other 
critics see in that proposed 
division the seeds of doom. 
How, Symea sks, will a 
restraint-mindad govern- 
ment find the will to invest 
massive sums in such sn 
agency's work? 
The danger, he says, is 
that the agency would either 
find frontier off and turn it 
over to the multinationals, or 
the agency would wither 
while Canada relied on 
private companies to 
develop frontier off, 
what? There are many, many Socreds in B.C. Yes, it's 
true that she worked out of Health Minister Bob 
McClelland's campaign office 'during the last 
provincial election. (By the way, I accept" full 
responsibility for Mr. McClelland, though of course I 
have no idea what he is doing.) 
And yes, it's true that Mr. McClelland was a 
member of the cabinet's Environment and Land Use 
Committee that overruled the Land Commission's 
decision that Mrs. Loretto's land not be removed from 
the agricultural reserve. So what? Sure, it looks bad. 
And morning breath smells bad. But there's a big 
difference between looking had and losing in court. 
As for the discrepancies between the Land Com- 
mission and ELUC, I assure you those will be cleared 
up shortly, even ff we have to abolish the Land 
Commission to do so. While I'm at it, I wish to 
categorically deny the rumour that I'm planning to 
build the new Lower Mainland sports tadium on any 
farmland now held by any Socred crony• 
So there. We've put all those things behind us, and 
now it's time to get on with the business of governing 
the province. I will go on serving you as your premier 
until I decide it's time to get re-elected~ Right now, 
however, we've got to get on with the business of 
governing. Therefore, I wish to announce that he next 
session of the legislature will begin April 1,1983. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Bandit 
Prime Monster of B.C 
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Suggestit ns regarding children's rights 
By KEN ROBINSON 
Skeena Junior Secondary School 
In this Year of the Child, it seems appropriate hat 
some discussion should be given over to children 
(students). Many teachers in the Province are 
currently discussing the rights and obligations of 
students, however, it only makes sense to discuss 
students in the context in which they function (i.e. the 
school system). 
The rights of students, parents and teachers, and 
their responsibilities, as well as those of the school and 
community, the school district, the board and its staff, 
and the province and the Ministry of Education are: 
1. To be informed of the rights and responsibilities of 
students. 
2. To enjoy freedom of speech and assembly. 
3. To enjoy equal access to free public school 
education. 
4. To enjoy access to stimulating learning rosourees- 
-both human and material. 
5. To enjoy basic communication skills, including 
functional literacy. Comment: "Any philosophy of 
education must recognize the need for the basic 
communication skills." Literacy includes abilities in 
listening, reading, writing, speaking, viewing and the 
subliletles of non-verbal communication. 
6. To be provided with opportunities for optimum 
growth and development through various learning 
processes-manipulative, maginative, creative, in- 
toilectual. 
7. To appropriate diagnosis and remediation where 
l:andicaps of any kind exist. 
8. To have access to educational options and 
alternatives to suit needs (i.e. recognition and ap- 
la'eciatlon of uniqueness.) 
9. To receive guidance for developing individual's 
own integrated system of values. 
10. To enjoy opportunities for developing self- 
confidence, self-discipline and self-reliance. 
11• To retain an ethnic, cultural and linguistic 
heritage. 
12. To be made aware of the ethnic, cultural and 
linguistic heritage of others. 
13. To be exposed to global concerns. 
14. To due process. 
15. To participate in decisions in accord with the 
growth of maturity of the student, both as an in- 
dividual and as part of a group. 
16. To physical environments which are hygienic, 
safe and conducive to learning (appropriate m- 
porature, lighting, colors, humidity and cleanliness). 
17. To enjoy freedom from physical and 
psychological buse~ 
18. To have access to his-her personal records in 
accord with the growth of maturity of the student, both 
as an individual and as part of a group. 
19. To enjoy access to adequate food, clothing and 
housing. 
20. To safety. 
2t. To enjoy access to health instruction and 
facilities. 
22. To protection from contagious diseases. 
• 23. To enjoy access to recreation facilities and 
programs. 
The above is a list of concerns that I have gathered 
from my reading on the subject of student rights. 
October 23, 1979 is the Day of the Child. Perhaps ome 
or all of the above points hould be thought about for a 
moment. How do we treat our children with respect to 
each of these points? 
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TORONTO (CP)  - -  A 
tbmapdns says that scion. 
ts believe the amount of 
the Idstow of the worldl 
A report onl pollution dis. 
poreal in the c~rrent Issue of 
M sulphurpollution in North Sudbury operation because it 
America -- accounts for symbolizes the current• 
about one per cent of the problem Of tail stacks, which 
total annual emmissions alleviate local pogutlon but 
from all sources o~ sulphur turn the problem into a 
throughont theworld, regional one, sometimes 
that • such pollutants are 
transported over long 
distances through the at- 
mcephere," the report said. 
"Studies pf the deposition of 
sulphur, lead and other 
additional gas to sulphurtc 
ac id -  of which there Is a 
massive oversupply -- and 
dlspme of it at a large loss. 
Ineo researchers are 
cent sulphur to one per cent 
pollution from the Inco Ltd. 
smelter in Sudbury, Ont,, in Scientif ic " American 
the last l0 years equals that magazine also ~id that Inco 
emitted by all vol.eanoes in -- the largest alng]e source The report cited lace's covering vast areas. 
Inco'e 380-metre super- 
A place to  complain kind, built on the orders of federal and procincinl of- 
" • _ fie•sis who thought that high. 
CALGARY (CP) -- ' Fly-by.night ' companies until they do something." altitude dispersal was the 
Remember that genuine were smearing the Howdver, even the answer to the pollution that 
association president admits was turning the Sudbury leather handbag you ordered 
through the mall for an 
astonishingly low price? The 
one'that never came? 
Or the record advertised 
on TV that did at'rive, but 
was damaged and scratched 
and couldn't be played? 
Every week, Caigarlans 
are deluged with direct.mail 
reputation f the industry, so 
the association was formed 
to police the industry, be 
explains, 
"Most companies are 
honest, but we're talking 
about an incredible amount 
of business and there are 
communication breakdowns. 
"When the consumer can't 
to occasional failures. 
"When that happens, we 
turn it over to the federal 
consumer and co 
~)~ rataesairs departmept 
cause they have the legal 
teeth we don't," 
Fergnson notes that the 
association has had sur- 
area into a wasteland. 
The into stack fogowed a 
pattern set by industry In the 
United States and BritaIn, 
whore tall stacks were an in. 
tegral part of measures m- 
ployed to reduced the 
severity off life-threatening 
smOg. 
materials on the Greenland 
ice cap and in other emote 
places demonstrate such 
mechanisms of dispersal." 
The rnagadne anld that on 
an annual basis, rain and 
snow over large regions of 
the world are now from five 
to 30 times more acidic then 
what should be the case for 
unpolluted atmssphorea. 
However, Stuart Warner, 
Inco's vice-president for oc. 
cupational health and the 
environment, said scientists 
have insufficient evidence to 
say Into is the came of 
environmental d mage from 
advertising blurbs for every 
product under the sun. They 
come in the mail, on TV or in 
magazines. Send money and 
the manofaeturer sends you 
the product ... sometimes. 
Other times the item Just 
doesn't arrive. Or It doesn't 
work if it comes. 
But for everyone who has 
known the frustration of 
trying to. rectify these 
wrongs with letter after 
letter to far-distant 
manufacturers, help has at. 
rived. 
It's cawed the Canadian 
Direct Mail Marketing 
Association, a self.policing 
association of direct mail 
merchandisers. 
"This year we've heen 
~veraglng about 200 con- 
sumer complaints a week 
and I would estimate our 
success rate is around 90 per 
Cent," says association 
president Frank Fergunon of
Toronto. 
get anywhere with the com- prising success in dealing 
pony, they can complain to with United. States direct 
us and we stop in. We cut mailers. 
.t~.~u,~lt !he red_ tape and go "They want he market up 
-~_~._~ ~up, ,, . here so they co-operate and 
..set, green.says me.asa~l- if they don't we get the U.S. 
auon s policy .m, ttret, to Direct Mail Association on 
ensure that me customer their backs" 
gets his goods and, second, But he still warns ,.on. 
find why the foulup oc .  sumers against buying 
cu,rr,~.~ across.the border, because 
ainu. we have a high when it comes to the bottom 
s uc,c~s, rate because we ilne, oustomershavenolegal 
con ~ 8we up; we never s~op. recourse through the courts 
We Just keep on pounding or through government. 
Ear thquakes  ' 
remembered 
HALIFAX ('C~.,) --  A five- A recent study published 
metre tidal ~,Q~,e.,~wept by the EMO Bugefln here 
away numerous huf id . ,~  says the frequency of major 
Newfoundland's Buri~ earthquakes in the Grand 
Peninsula, many with people Banks area is not known but 
still inside. 
"That still leaves about 80 
unhappy consumersa month by nei~bers who reached 
out there, but we're trying to them in boats before their 
improve our record." homes ank and some came 
The association, which bsck to shore on another 
started its ¢c~nsumer ,.help:/, J '  wav~ but In aU 34 people lost 
ILne about a y~r,4~8o,.deals~ .~.e~ llvss.. 
with .all ~d,=~,~, .~t  i~.: 'l;,ha.q .parted in November, 
direct.mail difv'e'~E'e"rd." ' ' i~9, ab~t 3½ hours after a 
Direct mall is big business major earthquake rocked 
with some of the industry gi- the entire Atlantic region. 
ants, like K-Tel of Winnipeg, The earthquake occurred 
ringIng up annual sales in in the. Grand Banks under 
the multi,millions. And it's the Atlantic Ocean off 
particularly big business in 
affluent Alberta which has 
become a testing round for. 
new direct.mall products, s
• "Meat of the big com- 
panias are members of our cracked chimneys in Cape 
association,"Ferguson ays. Breton. It set off landsIldes 
','Of the 80;companies using, ", ulong~ e ~nt~nte l  'AI~. 
the~ marl fdr advertisldg,~ ~;~t l~t  ~to~,:iipart:'-~ an:: c 
to 70 are members of the ustiantic telephone cables 
association and we look after and generated the tidal wave 
complaints about them." In the Burls Peninsula. 
Is probably not greater then 
Some people were rnseued one a century. 
Major earthquakes are 
rare in the Atlant/c region 
but since the area was first 
settled, there have been 
several hundred minor ones, 
says the study by scientists 
of the federal department of 
energy, mines and re- 
8OUroes, 
The studyby the earth. 
physics branch used 
scientific calculations and 
Newfoundland and was felt historical documents to 
1,400 kflometres away in compile the story of earth. 
eastern Canada and the quake activity in the region. 
United States. 
It caused landslides and It shows that the Atlantic 
region is meet directly of. 
fected by the earthquake 
zop.,~::~l~, the .G.r~md Banks 
add.,,~the, northern. Ap- 
paiachian region of northern 
New England and New 
Brunswick, 
'tit Is beyond argument acid rain. 
make room for a newer model What a 
break for you. because d's loaded with 
super.features You can lake it with you 
to ,ecord meetings, lectures, band 
concerts orwhateveryoulake Youcan 
~ilay pro-recorded tapes or build a tape 
brary by recording "olf-the-arr" And of 
course, you can listen in o your favour- 
ile AM and FM stations Opera es on AC 
(cord nc uded) or 4 "C" batteries (not 
incl or plug dmtoyou earwl haDC 
tighter adapter (Not included) A groat 
buy! 14-830 
39995 
with cassette. 
et more than just Qreat stereo listening.. 
get a whole entertmnment centr~ 
Turn ing  on  the  AM or  FM a e reo  one  mike  or  I~roduce  your  own 
and hatching fo groal sounds us stereo by adding Iwo m kes Add 
J us t  tho  begmmng P lay ing  pro -  two  more  speakers  fo  a p ie r  ous  
recorded tapes is super, too And theat,e.lype serround-sound 
when the mood stakes you. you EnlertainmentO Believe t hose 
can play your favourite 45s 78s o Clarinette" systems have t a 
LPs Youcanasoborrowa,ecord including all of he meters and 
from a biend and hlpe t or your. controls you want for making 
self Orbuildalapelibrary hatyou super reco,dlngs The handsome 
canalso¢lsemyoulcar.byrecord, speakers are 22" htgb Eachhasan 
mgfromrecordsotoff hoai, Like 8" woofer. 5" midrange and 3" 
Io stag? Then uee the Sing-Along tweeter Come on in andhea, hem -~/~ fealu,eloaddyotlrownvoiceto ' oday  13-1202 W, th  0 . t rack  
AM/FMandphonostereosystorn  ~ )  the muse as you record And Req 41995 Safe . . . . . . .  37995 
Ihat's not all. you can create your 13:1203. With cassette 
w,th 8-track. Reg. 419.95 own mane recordings by adding Reg. 439 95. Sale . . . . . . . .  399.9S 
Radio Jrhaek Sale prices in effect until October 27, 1979 
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• ~ 4554 LAKELS[ AVE., 
TBTEI ! , 
Furniture & Appliances 
Authorized 
Sales 
Centre 
PHONE 638-115'8 
I II I II IIIIIIII]I]NN~I ~] ............ I II . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"We can neither deny nor 
accept responsibility for acid 
rain," he said• "Acid 
precipitation happens from 
such a variety of sources, It's 
almost impossible to at- 
tribute damage to a ulugle 
segl'C~." 
Warner also said that 
governments in ist on quick 
reductions ot lace's sulphur 
dioxide emissions, the 
company may need more 
)ublic funds to convert 
continuing a eix-yenr project 
to Improve the. separation of
ore before it reaches the 
smelter. Their target Is an 
iron sulphate mineral, 
known as pyrrhotite, which 
Is one of the three major 
constituents in the Sudbury 
ore body and. is about 40 per 
nickel. 
The ability to separate 
pyrrhotite improves the eft•. 
nienny of Incors process, aa 
well as reducing the sulphur 
content of the ore treated in 
the smelter. 
Warner said that progress 
ca the separation project, 
which Could cut emissions in 
halt, has been encouraging, 
but there hoe been no 
breakthrough. 
YOU MAK[AIgPDOGOHU... 
Ylig CUE 
OUT ON 
TOP! 
1973 CHEV TON i__ 
.......... :................................ $6895 
1977 DATSUN 200 SX ' .  
................................................. $48ub 
THUNDERBIRD 4195... 
• .e  o•  • ,  •e=• •• , .  • • '•  ••o•  • ,  • e to , ,  =e  • *•e•••eoooe•e  •e•eeoe•ooeoeo••*$  
1979 FORD F250 SUPERCAB 
Camper Spe¢la,o V8 Auto $10 ,500  
• ••••  • • coo••  eq*•  • I•• ,  i i  co .  • 0o  • l l •  e l•  • ace  I Io••  • le l••Q • J•••••  J .  
1977 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SALON 
2 door loaded 
I oeeo . l t@eo@le l@4@@o I@l l l  @ l I i l l  t ee l  ••  lOOt  • l i l l e  ••••eeooe•oeeooe  $5595 
. . . .  • , ,,. . , : , . ,  .J, IU t )~VU 
VOLKSWAGEH B[ATLE S 1974 . . . . . . . . .... ........ 
......... ' ....................................................... ,ZU i3 
1978 T-BIRD TOWN LAHDAU 
Loaded 
• • •*o  •*  • • • * ••  co• • • ••o6 .*  • • • o e • • =••  e•e  • ••  • .  ••*  • • e • •0  •*  •*  • . • • • ••  ••  $8795 
1977 CHEVaEAU¥&LE,,¥AN. 
..... .... ].. ....................... $6295 
1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION 
Security, frldge, furnace, etc. 
ee l~eeeoe@eoe leeoe@ seeds  eO OO e•  e•ee••  e • eeooe  • o•oe••e•eemeoe•  $12,995 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAB 
TuTone paint, V8 auto, 8' box 
a le•  o•e•o  • • ••e  • •ee• l•e•eDoo••  • I l l  ••  e e l  e •••••••••oeoo  lee  I•••eeo  .$8495 
1977 COmAR XR7 
V8, auto trans., PS & PB 
eoaeeoeoeeoeeeoeoeoeeeoeeaoeooeoo~ooIQoleo • o e Je••e Je  • • e • eeoc ,as  $5395 
1977 FORD BRONCO 4x4 
V8 auto trans., radio 
• eeeete•oeo .eeoeteoe .  J l eeeoeeeoeee  |e  o lo~oe|ee 'eeeeeoeeee  
• j 
........ $6895 
1979 20 FT. OKANAGAN 
Motorhome. Only 4,000 kllometres 
" ' " °  $20,996 AT ONLY 
Dealer No. 5548A 
i [ ~  L ~  i [ ~  ) i ~ ) i 
Torraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4131 Koitk 
136-4114 
I !, 
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Victim 
warns 
of 
danger 
of 
chainsaw 
HARRISBURG,  Pa. 
(AP) - -  Like tens of 
thousands of chaiusaw 
victims, Bud George was 
in a hurry and, he admits, 
foolish. 
The state lngtelator was 
holding down a log wlth 
hie foot and he was 
wearing sneakers. It all 
set the stage for a classic 
kickback accident that 
will mutilate wood cutters 
often this fell. 
George's cutting chain 
became pinched in the 
wood, but the engine kept 
running. When ha tried tu 
lift the saw, it Jumped and 
ripped thrnnah his 
sneaker and toe. 
"l was lucky," he said 
after surgeons ewed his 
toe hack together. "Last 
summer, one man in my 
district cut his Jaw away, 
and another was killed 
when he cut his 
stomach." 
Last year, an estimated 
51,000 peraone in the 
United States were 
!iii! :i!ii 
• '  ill 
• i :r 
slashed in chaimaw acci- 
dents, more tlnm twice as 
many as in 1975, says the 
U.S. Cmsumer Product 
Safety Commission. 
Chainsaws have killed 73 
poreuna since 1973. 
With the growing 
popularity of wood for 
fuel and the ignorance ot 
novice wood cutters, the 
injury total is expected to 
jump again this year. An 
estimated 3.8 million 
saws will be sold in 1979, 
up from 3.5 million in 
1997, the induslry says. 
What can be dune? 
Plenty, say wood-cutting 
specialist,,. 
A special board set up 
by the safety eemmiseiou 
and the chaineaw In- 
dustry will report by Dec. 
31 nn safety changes that 
might eliminate or men. 
emile the dangerous kick- 
hack. 
Meanwhile, ruing the 
owner's manual and 
common sense may 
prevent a trip to tl~ 
hospital, experts ay, 
"We've seen injury 
reports where people 
were operating chain- 
saws with one hand," said 
Don Purcell, president of 
the  Cha lnsaw 
Manufacturers Asso- 
ciation. "Others were 
using it while they were 
on a ladder." 
A kickback occurs 
when the nose of the saw 
hits a rock or a branch 
while a log is being cut, 
causing the saw to Jump 
up and hack. Kickbacks 
also occur when the 
eat t~ chain gets pin- 
chad in the wood cut. If 
'the saw is freed suddenly 
while the engine is run- 
nariS, it can Jump back 
toward the operator. 
"]~.,, pesitim is lm- 
partant, ' said Dr. Walter 
Johnson, a Penn State 
forestry specialist who 
sits on the Standards Re- 
view Board. 
"The best way to hdd 
the saw is to one side," be 
said. "Certainly, under no 
circumstances should you 
ever use it over the head 
or shoulders." 
Chainanws now offer 
safety features such as a 
nose guard to help 
prevent kickback; a 
chain brake that is ac- 
tivated when pushed by a 
hand; and a hand guard 
that helps prevent the 
hand from hitting the cut- 
ring chain. 
The Standards Review 
Board is looking at safety 
features including a 
"dead man's witch" that 
would stop the saw engine 
as soon as the trigger is 
re leased.  Another  
~ would be a vice that stops the saw 
after it kicks back to a 
certain angle. 
"Any changes will have 
an impact on the cost of a 
chain saw," said Purcell, 
noting that chainsaw 
pri~es now range between 
$70 and $250. 
He's the bionic boy 
TORONTO (CP) -- Clay because hers got a super 
Wesenberg may be too young hand," Sauter said. 
to know who Steve Austin is, Once a week, a child llke 
lout his new electronic arm Clay is fitted with a myo- 
makes him bionic, electronic device by Sauter's 
Thetwo-ycar-old Bathurst,. department, the largest and 
N.B., boy, hem without a left oldest in North America. 
forearm and hand, is the Clayrs mother, Pauline 
youngest child ever to be 
fitted with a myo-electronic 
arm at the Ontario Crippled 
Children's Centre. 
William Sauter, bead of 
the centrs'e pmtbesis er- 
vices ection, says that a few 
years ago Clay would have 
been fitted with an arm and 
harness and a hook for a 
Wesenberg, said the $1,400- 
fitting was paid by govern- 
ment health benefits. . 
Mrs. Wesenberg and her 
husband, Fredrlk, a service 
station operator, heard 
about myo-electric limbs 
last year from a cousin. 
"He was a good friond of a 
young soldier who lost his 
arm six inches below the 
shoulder while Hding on a 
bus in Toronto so he shewed 
us how it worked," Mrs. 
Wesanberg said. "We could 
hardly wait to bring Clay 
here." 
So the sturdy boy was 
brought to the centre in 
August and the outfitting 
• started. 
The new arm is self. 
supporting, fitted around the 
elbow and clipped to the 
hew pi'ominence. 
hand. 
"Those kids became the 
black sheep in their school 
classroom -- there was 
something wrong with 
them." 
But instead of being an 
outcast, Sauter said, the 
little blonde boy '!will 
become a little Steve Austin, 
a bionic kid ... a syndrome 
created by the Sir, Million. 
Dollar Man television 
oorlee." 
"Werve found that children 
like Clay now become the 
envy, , not the black sheep, 
Wives upset 
LYNDEN, Wash, lAP) -- 
The wives of United States 
Customs inspectors who 
work at northwestern 
Washington border stations 
say their husbands are 
overworked, underpaid and 
seared in the wake of the 
killing of an Inspector, 
Some• 30 wives have 
organized a campaign for 
better working conditions fur 
the men who often work 
alone, despite what they say 
are fre~luent border 
crnssings by dangerous 
persons. 
'TIn angry about my has- 
band working alone at 
Sumner ' kald Charlene 
Bauthuea. "Last night, my 
husband was warned to 
watch for a possible drag 
smuggler, a fugitive and a 
previous immigrat ion 
deportee. 
:ii::(:ii 
C. PLAN 
NO ADDITIONAL 
CHARGE FOR: 
• Installation • Balancin 
• Valve • Freight 
• Insurance 
• Single tire purchase 
IN  ADDIT ION 
Every 5,000 miles or 8,000 km, 
for the life of your K marl tires w 
will perform without ©harp, 
these maintenance services: 
1. Properly rotate tires. 
2. Thoroughly inspect tires. 
3. Check air pressure. 
4. Check valve stems. 
5. Checkwheel balance, 
6. Rebalance if necessary. 
7. Check front alignment. 
8. Seasonal removal and instal 
lalion of K mart tires already 
mounled on rims. 
9. Punt,urn repair. 
* WARRANTIES AND MAINTE- 
NANCE SERVICES HONOURED 
ACROSS CANADA IN ALL K mart 
STORES WITH SERVICE BAYS 
KMMS 350 2 PLY POLYESTER 
FIBERGLASS RADIAL TIRES 
Two-ply polyester cord won't flat spot, even in the 
coldest weather. Two fiberglass belts provide strength 
and stability. Guaranteed against defects in materials 
and workmanship. N.A.C. PLAN. installation in- 
cluded. 
• TREAD DE .~lGN OTAS ILLUSTRATED ON ALL S!ZES. 
BR 7813 
K mart Regular 
List Price 46.77 
Kmart Special Price 
40 
De 71114 
K marl Regular 
Lrs Pr as49 77 
K mall " 
Specoal Price 
toRTe14 
K marl Regular 
Loll Price 52 
Kmerl ' 
SpICOII Price 
46'2 
FR7814 
FaTe la  
K marl Regular 
List P!iue53,77 
Kmm 
Special Prose 
47 J 
0R7014 
K mart Repular 
List Prise ~[5.T/ 
Kmar! 
Special Prise 
497J 
HM 7814 
K marl Rejular 
Lilt Pri c e ,~"~ 
K mill " 
Spesoat Price 
5127 Ea• 
Of lTo le  [ HN 781e 
K marl Regular K mart Rejulsr 
List PlCI M 97 Lilt Prise b'7 7'/ 
Kmlfl * K mlrl • 
SplCill Prose Spllial Prise 
50 J 511,7 i 
LRTal$  
K mart Regular 
L St Pr ce ~0 5r/ 
K marl 
SplSilt Prise 
54 ,: 
KMMS 110  PRESTONE 
2 OR 4 PLY 
POLYESTER ANTI-FREEZE 
WINTER Reg.l.r Price 2.17 
TIRES ~ mart 647 Special 
Price 
2 ply 
Guaranteed  K mart Sale Price WASHER 
materials.W°rkmanshipagainst defectTubeles.and , , , ,  . . . z .  
whitewalls. N.A.C, 
PLAN. Regular Price 6.99 K mart 169 TREAD DESIGN NOTAS 
ILLUSTRATEO ON ALL Special 
SIZES. Price 
II ii 
A78.13 n78-1a C78.14 G78-14  
2 ply. 2 ply 2 ply F78 .14  G78-15 K mart K mart K mart 
Sale Price Sale Price Sale Price . K mart Regular K marl Regula( 
uet Price 34.71 Uet Price ~.77 
II 22 [. 24, L 25 .. I '''r'-''o` '''°'""°0 I 
31 33 .A' ,.,.s .,..,4 o, ,4 77  77  DEPENDABLE art $2.00 LESS WITH TRADE-IN 4 ply 4 ply 4 ply Each Each 
Kmart Kmarl Kmert KM 300 KM 400 SUPER KS00 
Sale Price Sale Price Sale Price Guaranteed for 36 Maintenance free. 12 Maintenance free. 2977 3107 33 Z months. Installation volt. Guaranteed for Guaranteed as long. 
Ea. Ea. . H78 ,15  L78-15  included. Series for 48 months. Series for as you own the car. 
K marl Regular most cars• 22NF- most cars• 22FC- Series for most cars. 
Mat Price 38.77 Ust Price 42.77 240, 24C-300, 24F- 280, 24C-375, 24F- 22FC-375, 24C-450, 
078.1S H78.14 H78-16 K marl Special Price K mart Special Price 300, 42-320, 1-515. 375, 27C.430, 27F- 24F.450, 27C-510, 4 ply 4 ply 4 ply 
Sale Price Sale Price Sale Price 77-430. 77-510, 72-375• 
34  27 34~'~ K martSalePrice K marl Sale Price from K marl Sale Price from 
" " 48" ,7 , ,  e,,7 55 71 27 77 , - ,  e ~ e•. ' ~ l  to  Uitee. tO el. 
II I 
SKEENA MALL  OPEN ~ Advertised Merchandise Policy ~ WEELcoM E ~ OtJr hrm 'ntenfl°n °s t° have every aElv(;'H°sed ('*m °n S'°ck °rt °ur shelves 'I an advert°sad Item IS '~'~ 'F"2 '~[  I 
not evadable tar purchase due Io any unforeseen reason K mart wdl 0ssue a Rain Check on 
~ 'eqUes~ ~he m~r~hand.se l~ bP p~rchased a~ ~h~ sa~e p~(~ henev~r av ~.~ab.e ~r w... s~ y~u a ~ 
WE D., THURS. & F RI. ~;~ conlparabrr, quahty dam at a comparable rerJuchon i .  prlcP Our pohcy ;s to qwe our customers 
4761 LAKELSE AVE.  TERRACE ,o9:30 PM ~.,,sfa~t,ona,ways K marl Canada Limited & j , 
I 
GEL 
'l'l'~ltlt X("+I.-kl'l'l~,l VI'
dally,: herald 
SPORTS 
De]ence for Schenleys 
McEwan cdgcd 
Last night at the Terrace 
arena, McE~vun GM lost a 
close one to Westend 
Chevron ~5-4, and the 
Chrysler Juveniles beat 
Skesrm Hotel 7-3. 
In a seesaw battle which 
saw both teams lead twice, 
Boh Peacock got two goals 
for the victorious Westend 
team. Hen Smaha, Gord 
Bentham and Steve 
Diliabough each got singles. 
Dillabough's was the winner 
at 6:34 of the third period. 
ten Lopnshiasky got two for 
• McEwan, with Mark Hidber 
and Steve Smyth adding a 
goal apiece. 
In the second game, 
Skeena took an early lead 
with AI Soucie's goal, but 
Chrysler scored five straight 
goals to haves 5-1lead at the 
end of thesecond period. Ken 
Dean and Terry Marleau got 
the other Skeona goals, while 
Barry Dempster had the hat 
trick for the Juveniles. Doug 
Richin, Larry Nordstrom, 
Jim Riggler and Terry Olson 
got the others for Chrysler. 
Next. game will be Thur- 
sday when Skeena and 
Terrace Hotel teams face off 
at 9 p.m. at the Terrace 
arena .  
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Everything 
you want 
from a store 
and a little bit more 
Pork Picnic 
 ,.Jazz squeak by 
I . . . . . .  ..-. '~_~ _~__L~ I ~;"~.~$/~]b'l'~,lrJ~ _C['1~ (ALP)- a five'touter with 12 seconds 
I H l ' t ~ l ' [ , ' i - l r l  v :~1 Utah ~lazz: ~oaeh Tom left f~,the win .. . . . .  :" 
" . LL .a"L .L .a  .g '~.1.t v~u.~ Jr. Nlssalke, basking in the 
TheN ar ise  Clowns wil lbeat Caledonia Senior warmth of his cluWs first "If we continue to play 
National Basketbal l  with that intensity, we'll win 
Association win since our share of games," 
reeving from New Orleans, Nissalke said. 
assured Jazz fans there will The first-ysar Utah coach 
be more, but he tacked on a may have been beginn!ng to
qualifier.. 
wonder. The Midwest 
The Jazz, playing the enly Division Jazz had dropped 
NBA game scheduled its first four games since 
Monday, squeaked by with a moving from New Orleans in 
isec°ndary schools in Terrace'C°me°ut'haveagive your area some ,10-109 victory over the Bill attbel2,000-seatSaltPalacethe spring. And attendonc upto RiCE KRJSP][S ~good time, and schools Walton-less San Diego I 
support. Clippers. Recently acquired --  6,122 turned out Monday $24.89 plies tax ~ ncludes 
• forward Bernard King sank n ight ,  has been,, leea than ~,, ~ ................. OILAND FILTER s15 9 
NBA inspiring. ,4 . . . . . . . .  " h i l l " ]  ,-,mnu-s ,,-.-m .moo........ • ~" ........... + ................ Ke l logg 's  Atlantic Olv|llOn After King's bucket. San ~,, ,+,+++. ~.,,,.,.+.s+.,+,+, 
W C Pet. OIL Diego" guard Lloyd Free s,,o,+, A~l'sor, . . . .  750 g Box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • I~ Philadelphia $ S 1.0OO - -  
+++ " "  RAISIN BRAN 
• Boston 4 1 .see 1 missed a 15-foot Jumper, ~'°"' +'' ;'"+' ~ ................ • 
fld(~tal()l cI~I '+lldtor t4r ~o~ TheTerrace Minor Hockey Wayne Glover. Brant New York 3 S .~002V= rebounded his own shot and ..,,+,,c++,++,,.+ 
+ _ _ _  w+ .+ w_  o+ o +'+, 99 New Jersey 1 s .=so 33 put up a IO-fonter, bat that co.o,.+, ..... their seasons, with games in scored for Kalum Tire while • Contrai mvisuon missed too. A pair of Clipper ,^, B~,,~ 
Tom Sohulmeister got one Indiana . W,,~s~+e~w,~.,u,a,es the MLdget and Bug ~,,V,.,.L .... =visions. s 3 .see - < ~ ~  .~"-~'_~r+.~'++~ 
Sen Antonlo 2 2 .s00 -- King finished with 16 ooo,.,.+++ - :~ '" ,, ,-.-.- ++,v~+ + 800 g BOX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  in Midget house action last for the Electric team. .  ~,. ~,,u,.~,+ .oo+ ............... ~,.+ ++.,~.,.~. ~,~ \%~j~" ' / '  Kel logg's 
(3eCk L,(|'H,~qe ~, • F • weekend, Moose beat Bug scores from Satur- Houston 23 .4OO ,/= pointe.GuardPeteMaravich +",o~, ~ ......... ,.............. Terrace Totem ord Sal0s Ltd. 
BCGEU 3.2 and Kalum Tire 
beat Kalum Electric 3-1. 
Brian Shaw led the Moose 
with two goals, Michael 
Leblonde getting the other, 
while Bruce Cameron got 
both the BCGEU goals. , 
Save $50. Sears 
rebuilt engines 
~-uerpnteed 24 months or ~l,00C 
11lies. EnloY hrand new engine 
edrformenca. Shop Sears 
syl 
Dodge '61-'74 
(225cuAn.) 
with trade 
14,17.00 
Reg. S~I.00 
Guarantee 
Complete engines (with heads) 
Installed In peuenoar cars I.  
normal use are  ouar, against 
defects In workmanship or 
materiels for  12,000 m.l~ 
months st no cost{replacement 
or labor), 
Fist OMIvary from our Van, 
couver anolnadepot. Call Seers 
today. 
Phone 635.A$,11 
day's play were Firefighters 
beating Chipmunks 4-0 and 
Elks taking the Legion 4-3. 
Since the Bugs /,re the 
youngest players, seven and 
eight years old, there are no 
individual statistics kept. 
This places a greater em- 
phasis on teamwork and 
takes the pressure off the 
youngsters. 
NAMED AFTER TOWN 
Muslin, a light c0tlou, was 
named after the town of 
Mosul in Mesopotamia 
where it was ficst made. 
Atlan a  4 ,333 1 
Cleveland 2 4 ,333 1 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Midwest Division 
Milwaukee S 1 ,833 - -  
Kansas City 3 I ./50 1 
Chicago 2 4 .333 3 
Utah 2 4 ,333 3 
Denver o 5 ,00o 4v= 
Pacific Division 
Portland 6 0 1.000 - -  
L~ Angeles 3 2 .600 2V= 
Golden State 3 3 ,500 3 
Phoenix 3 3 ,500 3 
Seattle 2 3 .400 3V= 
Sen Diego I 4 ,200 4 
Monday Result 
Utah 110 San Diego 109 
sunaay Results 
Milwaukee 113 Chicago 111 
Kenue City 122 Phoenix 8S 
Los Angeles 106 Seattle It/ 
Portland 91 Golden State 74 
~'~ O~~~I~~~,~1'4~ 
tickets good for | 
was high for the Jazz with 26 
and Adrian Daniley added 
26. 
: P~orectlon 
"'It~O'~ SJ'~)~IIC~ (''"'1~' 4631 
, P~5%f~¢l(~pr C,lrh ;te,(~ i 1~%1 te~,CkS 
635-4984 
Coming• to Terrace 
B.OLSHOi 
.... BALLET 
at the 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Friday, Nov. 2ot8"1 
Reserved tickets for this mini company of 12 dancers direct 
from the Soviet Union avai lable at: 
SKEENA MALL  
October  26 . -  7 :00  pm-9 :00pm 
October  27  - 10 :00  am - 4 :00  pm 
or phone 635-9237 or 635-5024 
Sponsored by the Terrace Concert Association 
PUMPKIN 
BlC l  
Grown. (11 c kg) lb. 
Mclntosh Apples 
B.C. Grown. ~q ~l~f l  
Econ0 Pak. 'V'q .114_1t[ 
15 lb. Size .................... V • V V  
Prices Effective 
October 22nd to 28fh 
In Terrace 
We reserve the r ight  to l im i t  quantit ies. 
Sales in retai l  quantit ies only. 
¢ 
Only one of two Midget 
games scheduled between 
Kitimat and Terrace All 
Seasons was played due to 
prior commitments by the 
Kitlmat team. This game 
will be played at a later date. 
In the game played, 
KiUmat triumphed in a 
rather ough eontcot by a 6-3 
score. It was All Seasons' 
first Ices after winning two in 
Prince Rupert on the 
opening weekend. Emile 
Gagnon, Colin Parr and Rob 
Collins got the Terrace 
goals. 
In games at KiUmat, 
Prince Rupert's Pups wou 
both games over Kitimat's 
Pups by scores of 8.5 and 8-7. 
Rupert's Bantams also won 
both of their games against 
Kitlmat, 6-I and 5.2. 
WALES CONFERENCE 
Norris Dtvlllce 
WLT F A P 
Montrosl 3 I I 19 15 7 
Pittsburgh 3 2 1 23 16 7 
LosAngelos 2 3 I 27 30 5 
Detroit 1 2 2 16 16 4 
Hertford 1 3 2 IS 22 4 
Adams Dlv l l l on  
Boston 4 1 O 18 12 8 ' 
Toronto 4 2 0 21 16 S 
Buffalo 3* 2 I 23 17 7 
Minnesota 3 2 1 23 20 7 
~ebec 2 3 0 lS 16 4 
CAMPBELL CONFMRMNCM 
Patrick DIvHdon 
F111O 4 1 1 30 25 9 
Rangers 3 2 O 2S 19 6 
Atlanta 2 3 I 20 21 S 
Islanders 2 3 0 17 15 4 
Washington 2 4 0 22. 30 4+ 
Say,hi  Dlvlgon ' "  : 
Chicago 2 2 2 13 17 6 
Vancouver 2 3 2 20 22 6 
St, Louis 2 3 1 15 17 5 
Edmonton 1 1 3 20 19 5 
Winnipeg 2 4 O II 21  
Colorado 1 3 1 12 15 
We are pleased to aallOence that we 
have moved to Terrace. We're juust iii time 
for yoiir Christmas paintiiis & decoratie8, 
O & L PAINTING 
FALL CHECK.UP 
Bnlnnna,.,hs ,,sc.. o,,na,,, OOc 
U IM~I IM Cry.O-V,+. ($2.11 k~)...Ib. ~lllJl I 
A . .  z~ an Swift, Fully Cookld. I 
crv-O.Vac pisces. 99 t;0ttage,0its,.. ,+ .... .11 
Snow Star 2.,,reS1 29 
Assorted Flavours.'. ~rton ,  
TOMATO SOU 
• ow..,.,. 5 $,1 O0 10 fl. oz. (204 mL). Tins m. 
FROZEN PEAS 
B.,.. *1 69 Fancy 5 lb. (2.27 ks) Bag ..... • 
FRENCH FRIES 
Scotch Treat. Frozen ~ b + . , 4 9 C  
Regular  or Crinkle Cot drm Bag 
ALL PURPOSE FLOUR 
+* iiii i+ ; d ........... 89  
POTATO CHIPS 
o.o.,+ 79 ° Assorted Varieties. 200 g Box ..... , 
Secondary School's gymnasium tonight at 8 p.m. 
The Clowns will be performing their brand of 
basketball, which is unconventional and very 
entertaining, against a team made up of Terrace 
area teachers and Caledonia grads. The show is 
family entertainment, and admission is $3.50 for 
adults, $2.50 for students and $1,00 for children. 
Part of the proceeds go to supporting the throe 
tioning runs and no-fumble by Harris and another by 
drills, Sidney Thornton. 
It paid off as the Steelers Bradsbaw, ho hit 18 of 24 
climbed to 6-2 and into sole passes, added a 17.yard 
possession of first place in scoring pass" in .the final 
the AFC Central Division. quarter to Thornton.. And 
The Hronces, meanwhile, Steeler rookie Anthony 
slipped to 5-3 and into second Anderson bolted 10 yards for 
place behind San Diego in his first pro touchdown with 
the AFC West..  26 seconds left. 
"That's the Steeler team Denver marwgecl its only 
know," said Pittsburgh The Steelers held a 28-7 touchdown in the first 
coach Chuck Nell. "We were lead at belt.time, quarter on a 64-yard pass 
batter in all departments. I T. ,h. t~+ .... ..,-- , ~.. play from Morton to Haven 
th ink to a man W '~ I..,4 .,, . ,~ .uo .  qua~L©~,_ ~a~,t~d"~'~Pro~''--"""-a--'--~"-- - Mesas. Despite the lopsided 
functlonin~g ever~one~ score, Morton hit 16 of 31 
way"we.ba~'t0 for us to win~:~'~ ~.  ~ ' . . .  _ '" passes for 261 yards; Just six 
in Jhls iea~e." uransnaw to L,ynn,swann, less than Bradshaw. 
The Steelers had. been back In the lineup after The Steelers finished with 
limited in practice in missing two games with a 530 offensive yards com- 
previous weeks by injuries, hamstring pull. pared with 322 by Denver. On 
In the second quarter, the ground, Pittsburgh 
Hradsbaw's passing set up a netted 266 yards, compared 
camp, complete with condl- .pair of ahort ouchdown runs with Denver's 53. 
PITTSBUi~GH ~(AP) -- Houston i  1971. 
Denver Broncos' ~ was But Bradabaw passed for 
c(f. They m~ll~,~tl~e:' wrong~ 267 yards and two touch. 
team at the Wrong time. downs against Denver. and 
"The real Pittsburgh Franeo Harris rushed for12t 
Stuelersshownd up tonight," yards and two more scores 
". quarterback Terry Brad--ms-.the+Steelers dealt the 
shaw said after the Broncos their worst loss 
revitalized Super Bowl since 1968, when they were 
champions crushed Denver tllumped 43-7 by Oal~iand. 
42-7 Monday night in a I 
National Football L~gue 
game. 
"They kicked our. fan- 
ales," said Denver quar- 
terback ~g Morton. "we 
gor~: , ,  ~ + 
The week before, the 
Steelers fumbled nine times i 
a 34-10 loss in Cincinnati. It
was the worst Pittsburgh But last week, Nail bad a 
defeat in nine seasons, virtual return to training 
dating back to a 29-3 less to 
• MONTREAL (CP) -- For Calgary Stampeders,  receiver Tom Forzanl ilnebacker Dan Kepley, the 
one of the few times in dofenslvetackleJoimHelton esrned the ned for the fourth 1977 winner, and Glen R p league results 
Canadian Football League of Winnipeg Blue Bombers time in five seasons. Jackscn,whoplays the same e 
htstory defeaslve players arldcomerbackMtkeNehTi s Roonding out the llst of top pool,ton for the Lions, will Shoulder 
Imvegrabhed the spotlight in of Ottawa Rough Riders. Canadian candidates in the join Helton, McEleney and The Terrace Twin River MINOS HOCKEY INTER.CITY 
fimt-roand balloting for the McEachem, oueofthe few Eastern Conference are McEachern i a battle for Timber Peewees run their Re F XSAM LeAO0e. OCt. 2t 
SchenleyAwards. bright spots in a bleak MontrnalgnardRayWatrin, the WFC defensive player early season record to four ram W..L..T..OF..OA..Ppups 
Four of the nine ncminecs season for Saskatchewan, alotback Loft Peterson of nomination, straight wins on the weekend Terrace 2 O 0 3t 2 4 
in theoutsteadingplayer also rocelved nominatlons in Hamilten and t[ght end Peter In thoEast, theatrugg]einlnter-cllyMinorHoekey Pr. Rupert 200  i.  t24 Roast 
categoryarmoonced Monday the top Canadian categoryas Muller of the Argouauts. will be waged between Rep Team League action at Kltlmat PI:EWEEsO 4 0 14 41 O 
are members of the de, fen: well as for defensive player Terrace 4 0 O 3S 10 e 
siva corps, the moat' ever ot the year. A pair of klckers-- Bernie Moutroal cornerback Dickle the Terrace arena. Kttlmat 0 2 0 S 23 0 
• Harris, defensive tackle ln Friday'sgame, Terraoe PrlnceRulzrt 0 2 0 2 15 0 
BANTAMS ¢ nominatod in the annual vota andRu°ff o  the Blue B mb rSLuiPaesuglla of British Mike gaines of Ottawa, ran up a S-01ead in the first PrlnceRupert 2 0 0 12 3 4 
conducted by 96 football The defensive stalwarts, Columbia. -- complete the llnobacker Ben Zambiasi of period and went ou to down Terrace 1 O 1 10 7 3 
repute,  and broadcasters however, wm have to beat the Tiger.Cats and Bruce Kltimat Peewees 12-3. Kmmet O 2,10 22, Whole or 
MIDGETS Western Conference slate of Smith, a defensive tackle Trevor Hendry set the pace Terrace 2 1 0 13 9 4 across Canada. out running backs David contenders. 
Saeond.round balloting, GreenofMontrealA]ouettsa, with Toronto. wlthathree .goa le f fo r t ,  Cl l f f  Kitimet 1 0 0 +3 ~ Shank Portion. 
whlch will reduce the field to Terry Metcalfe of Toronto Candiatesfortheoffnnslve The rookie award ts up for l~urnseth, Troy Kaye and FrinceRupert 0 2 O 3 10 0 
one nominee in each con- Argonauts and John Henry lineman award in the Wcot grabs. Middle linebacker Rou Dahl each co~trtbuted a 
.are centre AI Wilson of the Tom Cousineau of the pair while singles were H op  ($1 93 kg) Jb terence, begins this week White of British Columbia Lions, who won the award in Alouettesisjoinedby Ottawa scored by Don Wiley, Gerry and results will he an- Lions, quarterback Tom O • . . . .  
nounced Nov. Z. The even. Clements of Hamilton Tiger. 1977, tackles Curtis Webster 
of Saskatchewan,. Lloyd receiver Martin Cox and LambertandHowieO'Brien. ight 
running backs Mike Varren Schl,'zowski scored to ] [ ]  tual winners will he an- Cats and receiver Waddell FairbunkaoftheSia/npeders McArthur of the Argonauts all three Kitimat goals. oounced at the Schenley Smith of Edmonton and Edmonton's Mike 
Beef Cr0ss Rib ,-.,. Awards presentation Nov. Eskimos. and Jim Reid of Hamilton as ( ,3 ,  kgl. $169 22, one of the highlights of For the outstanding Wllsonand centre John'BonW EFC hopefuls. In Saturday'a 11-5 win, The Terrace Commercial Grey Cup week in Montreal. Canadian award, fight end of Winnipeg. . The West will counter with Hendry and Scott Fairless Men's Basketball League Orad~..,H lb.[ 
Among those vying to Tony GabriniofOttawa, las t  In the Easi, WatrirFwfll Edmonton receiver Brian each had a hat trick. Dahl begins its regular season 
b~eome the first defensive tonight at Skecna Junior came up with two goals. season's outstandingpiayer, face competition from Larry Kelly, quarterback Joe o,, .a. ,  hu,, , ,--~.~,,, ~,  .~.,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Secondary School. The playertowintheouistsnding willhe sseking his ffftb in six Buffer of Hamilton, tackle Paopaoof the Lions, calgary . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~narples ann .q, mnony ueua games are between K]use piayer award are safety Ken years, while tackle Dave Nick BantaJa of the Argos mczermmemcTague, guaro had one each. Kitimst's 
NeilQuilterofSoakatchewan Schik . . . . . . . . . . . . .  and Son and Ev's Clippers, McEachern of Saskat- Fennell of the Eskimos and Ottawa guard Val and receiver Walt Passaglia • getting f~ur of his team's and All Seasons Sports and ehewan Roughriders, de- received his fourth straight Belcher. OWSKZ ma we. -Sum, the Skeena Hotel Orphans. 
fensive nd Ed McEianey of nomination and Calgary Edmonton  middle of the Blue Bombers. five goals. Gamesbegin at8 p.m. and 
9:30 p.m. 
Pittsnurgh kicks Broncos NHL stats  ICE CREAM 
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i l)erksen's II Overwagtea 
, s~o.,r,g "\ ~ ~ i Credit ! i & ~ I I ~ooD CE.TERS 1 
.,.o,..s ~ I *cmt .,,w,,,,, II ~ I ! HARVEST I 
I II II SALEI  
~hsitl: stock (~ ~ ( ~  I ~ ~  I I  I! Still in effect I 
,,~,,~-~ ,,,~,0= 1,0,,,Lakelse ' """1 I ' '~  ~"'011 "ll-Iiskeenama,T I 
BLUE RIBBON 
BAKEBYI.e Ltd. 
. Pas t r ies  • 
• Cakes  * Breads 
Special 
attention 
to 
Wedding & 
BirthdaT Cakes  
"Your Personal Bakery" 
635-6083 4=4117 Lakelse 
~@tt¢xce 
interiors Ltd. 
ARMSTRONG 
Oandide 
cushioned corlon linoleum 
Reg, price 13 "s 
,o, sgs6 
rcduoed to 
4610 L~zelie 635-6600 
JACK COOK, a Iongtime resident of Terrace, displays the plaque he 
received as winner of the Dally Herald's Clerk of the Week Contest. Jack 
is the owner of Terrace Interiors and has operated his store for the past 20 
years. 
CLEARANCE SALE 
Cecil B Makeup 
1/= price 
FINRL TOUCH 
Wigs 
only $'1 0"51 5 
Reg. price up to 79.99 
: l l l l skeena  mal l  635-276Q 
/~,i~.J 'Shoppins ! 
TERRACE CO.OP 
"your one stop shoppinl centre" 
, Produce , Meat 
, Bakery , Hardware 
, Groceries , Dry Goods 
, Buildini.Supplies , Garden Centre. 
, Balk Petroleum & Bus 
5-6347 7 Groin 
The friendliest 
clerk in town: 
who works ¢(t: 
Ballots should be dropped at the Daily Herald 
office or aailed c/o Advedisiq maeapr, 
the Herald, 3212 Kaim St, 
L .~ I .  
A 
NEW QUADRA TRAVEL 
~, , -  ;SERVICES LTD. 
I)OME and SEE 
LIONS VS. EDMONTON 
OAllUOKS VS. N.Y. RANGERS 
NOVEIIBER 2-4 
Hotel 0 
" "  :*200'° Transfers Game TIcketia Y 
635-2281 4646 Lakelse 
Bavarian Inn 
Terrace's outstanding dlnlrg place, discotheque & 
lounge, wl th quiet rustic decor and char mlng service. 
Dine In the atmosphere of the traditional Bavarian 
Style. Select your meal from a most extensive steak, 
seafood, schnitzel and International menu In the 
Pacific Northwest. 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH- Tues. to Frl. 11-20INNER. Men. to Sun. 5.11 
Contest Rules 
1. Only participating merchants employees are eligib.le. . 
2. Vote must be recorded each week on ballot provided every Tuesday in the 
Daily Herald. 
3. Any clerk may win once only. If a previous winner tops voting runner up 
shall be chosen winner. 
4. Winner will be selected by majority of ballots. 
5. hllots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
6. Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, salesper,n, 
7. Judps decision final. 
I II III I 
TEIIRAOE ELEffI'IiOHIC 
Repairs Lid, 
, Our large selection of 
SANYO portable and 
console TV's has arrived 
,3  years warranty 
full service available 
Servicing the 
Terrace-Kit/mat rea 
4623 Lakelse 635-454:~ 
I I 
ONE HOUR SERVICE 
TIME CLEANERS 
For the best in 
suede & leather 
cleaning 
Plus minor clothing repairs 
Terrace Mini Mall 635-2820 
,r 
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SECOND SECTION 
Student te - - " - - -~cher  Ti------m Dyer #.~es  ~te troops,some lint minute Instructions: 
Jmlane Cam and Leslie Rozsus discuss the price of Rycflsp. 
IN ,THE, MARKET PLACE 
B DON s~~tyd?as?m t w~ork i! e~a~r~*ve ~mn ~tori.~o. con- 
Y ' ' trous field tri with Sumers. They were Herald Staff Walter They certainly found .dlaas . . . .  P, ~. . . . . . .  .a to find th-" "~'- 
~" . . . . . .  in the outflow hea.,-,three litres me stuaenu reieaseu at =u,,,z~-u u. u= 
,~.o.no..p~rn . ,X. .  t .  ,~ .M~i.n ~! ,~a~ ,r~,n random in a suner- small Jars of Cheez-whiz 
t . FVg~KWnILUgK ObVa~ ass  va  w. .wm~.u~D v~ vv~.  6 ~v . . ~ • - -  • . t ~  l~mm ~X~I IR i~.~ ~ 
nssin the • market The class was w~ ~oo ~ j,~ -= v~- Terrace watched in- girls were p g w ht than the lar e ' bottle around amazed at •well behaven and el8 g credulously as a lproup of 
grade ? students pushed 
carts up and down the 
aisles, argued about best 
buys and frantically 
calculated prices Friday 
afternoon. 
The trip wu organized 
by Bob Middleton, a 
grade 7 teacher at 
Thornhill Elementary 
School, and two student 
teachers, Tim Dyer and 
Ramona Langton, as the 
touch of a unit 
on metric wel~ts and 
measurers. 
The trip was super- 
vised by Middletun, Dyer, 
Lan~tun and Christine 
Eide, the student 
teachers' supervisor on 
the Simbn Fraser 
University's teacher- 
traini~ program. 
Middleton • explained 
that the trip was done at 
the end of the metrics 
~it ,  not so much as a test 
of the student's ability to 
make calculations based 
on the weights and 
volumes of the products, 
bet as a way of getting 
the children some 
~ acflcal experience in e marketplace. 
"We wanted to make 
the material we have 
been cover ing  
meaningful to the 
students, to show them 
what a kilngram weighs 
and how much a Utre is," 
M idd le ton  sa id .  
"Hopefully they will 
unders tand  the  
relationships between the 
volumes and weights 
better than they would 
have had they just done 
'worldng all the time, with its weight. 
The students were not 
simply turned loose in the 
store. They were split up 
into groups of three or 
four and given question 
sheets, with problems of 
conversions and com- 
parisous between smaller 
and larger products. 
They were asked which is 
a better buy, brand X at a 
certain weight or brand Y 
at a different weiBht, and 
similar questions. 
"Some of those 
Uestions are really 
," Dyer explained. 
"They aren't simply 
being asked to do the 
math, they also have to 
make judgements based 
on the information they 
get from doing the 
questions correctly." 
Besides the school- 
work aspect, the children 
learned something about 
how the marketplace 
works. They discovered, 
fo r  instance, that a 
grocery store is divided~ 
into. sections, where 
products of similar uses 
are put together. They 
also learned that the 
store makes it easier for 
them to p ick  which 
oducts they want by 
acing signs underneath 
or over top of mer- 
chandise in order to 
explain its cost, or ff it is 
on special. 
It also showed the 
s tudent  teachers  
something about he way 
students will act if given 
direction and structured 
assignment in what could 
a minimum of fooling 
around. 
Part of this success 
came from th(~marking 
arrangement. Half of the 
marks were on how well 
the calculations were 
performed, the other half 
on the group's behavior.- 
Individual students who 
may have played around 
were held in line by other 
group members who 
didn't want to lose marks 
because of someone lse. 
In this, they learned 
about the value of 
teamwork in ac- 
complishing a set task. 
As far as the 
Measurable results, the 
scores on the askianment, 
were concerned, the trip 
was very successful. One 
team got a perfect score 
on the questionnaire, and 
on the bonus question. 
The ~Toups were well 
behaved and very in. 
terested in what they 
were doing, to the point 
that it was very hard to 
distract most of them. 
Jars, and several ex- 
pressed dismay that the 
'large economy size 
wasn't a better buy after 
all. 
They learned to 
calculate the cost of the 
products they looked at, 
but Middieton admitted 
that he assumption ofthe 
"better buy" wu based 
on totally on cost, not 
taking into account 
quality of the items ob- 
served. 
Eide was impressed 
with the way the students 
learned, andwlth the way 
that her students handled 
the class. She expressed 
satisfaction with the 
organ izat ion  and 
execution of the trip, and 
was very pleased with the 
idea behind it. 
"It really does make 
the elaeswork more 
meaningful for the 
students ff they can he 
shown that It is useful," 
she esid. "It's also good if 
the students can get away 
from the classroom every 
once in a while to par- 
The students also came tlcipate in something 
away f~m the trip more worthwhile." 
GREYHOUND BUS 
SCHEDULE CHAHGE 
Effective as of October 28, 1979 the 
evening bus fo Prince Rupert will leave one- 
half hour earlier, at 5:00 p.m. Instead of $: 30 
p.m., until further notice. 
, Greyhound Bus Lines- 
,It 
EMBER.S' ONLYI 
II 
BIG DAY 
10% 
Savings in 
all departments 
Thurs., Fri., 
& Sat. 
1 
OCT. 
..,,o,lav and ~ ~/lO% instant cash refund Join .a'ea" " ' "  on cash sales. 
save rightaway las!eroharp I i)hargex only 
TO ALL MEMBERS 10% INSTANT CASH REFUND 
DURING THESE 3 BIG DAYS. IT PAYS TO BE A MEMBER 
FOOD 
DEPARTMENT 
,=z;: I g.  I0 ,  
DRYGOODS 
DEPARTMENT 
10% 
HARDWARE 
DEPARTMENT 
10%r 
APPLIANCES 
and 
OAFETER 
,uro.,.o, 1 nloA o o 
0s~.O0 or mere i V F 
GARDEN 
OENTRE 
"°°" 10% bulk feed and fertilizer , F 
BUILDING 
SUPPLIES 
10% 
ALL BULK 
PETROLEUM 
FURNITURE PRODUCTS 
10% o AND GAS 
. ARE EXCLUDED 
Equity Statements will also be available 
I during the three days of our Members 0nl 7 Sale . 
Thurs., Fri., .. . . . . . . . . . .  
i ,Sat .  TERRACE CO 0PERATIVE/co.Op  
i October a iooAn isqr id l l i l l  4617 Craig Ave .~.~ ~ l  
25-26 27 ROOUUI IH I I IUMI  635-6347 -26-27 OUUlR  I I~ 
\ 
~ o 
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C 0 M M U NITY:;: 
, SERVICES . :  
• 14;::: BUSINESS: : ::. 
, PERSONAL ;::: 
CLASSIFIED RATES SUOSCI 
LQCAL ONLY: SUI 
20 words or leas $2.00 per  In- 
Mrtlen. Over 20 ~rds 5 cenhl 
per word. 
3or more comecutlvo Insertions 
11.50 per In~rtlon. 
REPUNDS: • 
First Inoertlon chorgld for 
whether run or not. 
Aheolutaly no refunds 8tier ad 
~o been set. 
CORRRCTiONi: 
Must be m~e before second 
Inasrtlon. 
Allowance can be mode for only 
one Incorrect an. 
OOX NUMI IR I :  
75 cents pickup. 
$1.75 ma sO. 
CLASSlPIRD DISPLAY: 
Rotes avalloMe upon request. 
NATIONAL CLAS$1PlED 
RATes 
22 cents per epte line. 
Mlnlmum chorea ~,00 per In. 
sort(an. 
LROAL- POLITICAL end 
TRANSIENT ADVIIRTISING~ 
113.60 per column Inch. 
RUi lN I I i  PIRIONALS~ 
~ per line per month. 
4 month basle only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2ddayl prior to 
t' publication . 
CLASSlPIRD: 
2:00 p.m. on doy prtNIoue to day 
of publl¢otlon ~day  to Friday. 
ALL CLASSiPilID CASH WiTH 
ORDER other taan 
EUI IN I I I I I  WITH AN 
ESTAeLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge el SS.N on III 
N.S.P. ¢lteq~as. 
WRDDINO DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO chorea provided news 0ub. 
mlttsd within one month. IS.~0 
~oductlen Chlrgl for wecIdlng 
end.or engoaement pictures. 
News of wlddlnge (wrlte-upl) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 chacge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASilPIED AN. 
NOUNCRMIINT|: 
Births 
Engagements 
A~rrlaoes 
Deltho 
Funerolo 
Girds of Thanks 
~or i s i  Noflc~s 
PHONE 635.6357 
Clasllfled Advertlslne Dept. valved. 
RIPTION RATES 
RSCRIPTION 
October I, 11/I 
Single copy ~0c 
By Girrlor ruth 3.00 
By Girrior year 33.00 
By Moll 3 mth. 15.00 
By MOll 6mth 25.00 
ByMoll yser dS.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
Brltloh Commonwealth and 
IJnltsd State of America one 
year 53.00 
Box 399, Terrace, E.C. 
VlG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & DIIh'lct 
Thornhlll it, Ol~trlct 
phene &13-4.137 
Kltlmot 8, Dlotrlct 
Phone 4,12-2747 
The Herlld rseerves the right 
to cllulfyJdl unclor opproorllll 
hascnnso lad to l i t  r l t l i  
therofore and to detsrmlne paso 
lOCation, 
Tho Herald reServeS the rl0ht 
to revise, edit, claulfy or reloct 
any odvertlNment and to retain 
any enowers dlractsd to the 
H~rold Box Reply Servl¢e, end to 
repoy the customer the sum paid 
for the advertlasment and box 
rentol. 
BOX replles on "Hold" In. 
ih'uctlono af picked up within 10 
clays of ~plry of In ad- 
vertisement win be destroyed 
unless mslllng Instructlmo re 
racelved. Those enswerlng Box 
Numbers are.requuted not to 
orl01nolo f docummts to 
ev01d loss. 
All ¢lolm~ of erroro In ed- 
vortlsemento must be received 
by the puOIIIhor wl~ln 30 doye 
lifter the tirol publlcotlon. 
It Is agrlNKI by the sovortlser 
requesting apace that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish on 
envertloement or In the event of 
an orror appserlng In the ad- 
vertisement as publlshecl shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
me edvortlser for only one In. 
coffact Insertion for thl portion 
of the adverflllng apace accupled 
by the Incorrect or omlNod Item 
~ly, and thot there 8hall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for I~Jch 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the Brltloh Columbia 
Human Rlghto Act which 
5.50 orOhlblts lay  Idverlloln0. thlt  
5.50 d lscr lmln l t lo  ig l lnot  iny  
S.50 pl~oon bocouse of hi| race, 
5.50 tel[glen, sex, color, notlonellty, 
5.50 ancestry or place of orloln, or 
5.~0 be£1U~l hl l  ago I I  helwsen 44 
S.50 end 45 years, unless the condltl0n 
le Justified by e bone fide 
requirement for tho work In. 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
30, FURNITURE 
36. 
FOR HIRE 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday ot S p.m, 
at St. Malthew'a Angllced. 
Church basement. Phond 
6~4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Celt BlrthrlEht for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 432-4402 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Centre, 
klHmet A.A. Cooelruofion 
Group In Kltlmet: telephone 
L124713, 
MEETINGS: 
Terrace Uttlo Tholfre IS 
having an evening of theatre 
ectlvllles Including a 
readies for the Christmas 
play. Want to get Involved? 
Come along to Little Theatre 
Building, Kelum St. at e p.m. 
on Frlddy Oct. 20th. ~." 
NC3-220 
Do you feel you have • 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Aveiiabloi 
Phone 635-5634 
Alcoholles Anonymous 
Monday.StepMesflnge. 8:30 MEETINGS: 
p.m. Lutheran Church. : Man. 1:30 p.m. United 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Friday1 • Open Msotlngl S: 30 
p.m. Shaena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat Ganerol Hcepltel. 
Al.Anon Montlnge -Tusaday 
8 p.m. United Church. 
Weight Wetcherl meeting' 
held every Tuescley at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evenlnE - -  6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church beesmont, 
KItlmat 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rlvera Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looklnE for daneflons of any 
old, broken or used pleces of : 
turnlturs, elm any dlaoerdod 
wood pr0duc~ we could use 
for recycilng or renovating. 
Call us at ~1&3238 behNeen 
8 a.m. end 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
ElrthrIRM Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3-~1 Lakeloe • 635-3901 
Wednesday 1 p.m. • 2 p.m. 
end 4 p.m. - S p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 63~r.3164, 
Carol 6,15-8136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hoepltor 
Auxiliary would opprsclet~ 
Church. 
Men. S p.m. - Alonon - 
Skesne Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. S:32 p.m. Milts 
Memorial Hospital. 
Rape Roll@ 
Abortion Coummlllng 
• Crisis Line for 
Women 
Woman'o A.A. Moeftnge- 
Every Tuesday NIOM at 7:3o 
~4711 Lazolle Ave. 635.$14S. 
INCHES AWAY ¢LUg 
Meet every Tuescloy nlEht at 
E in the Skesne Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
63.5-3747 or. 635-3023. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
UUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS UF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATIUN 
CRAFTS 
In a frleodly 
Drop.In Centre 
Ehl lOIpher l  
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
24, SITUATIONS 
WANTED 
any donations of good, clean TRANSP~RTATIUN ' 
clothing, any household: At well as an eros for 
items, toys etc. for thoir relaxation. For more In- 
Thrift Shop. For pickup formation about these end 
servloept~one63S-S320or6.1S- other ectlvlttes, pioase 
$233, or leave DonRtlonl It. i~onl 415-2145 and ask for' 
the Thrift Shop on Lazalle' Skesne CentrE. See you there; 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. any time betwmm | am end 
wean 11 o.m. and 3 p.m. 3:30 pm Monday thru 
Thank you. Friday. 
SKEENA HEALTH tJNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
43S4,107 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:S0 p.m. Fhone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Else., 4th 
Tues. of every month from' 
!:30 • 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyelfloro 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunlzotlon. 
ADULT INU~UNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
.4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout the year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
regtstratlon. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
B.C. Old Penoloners Tea • 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 et Terrace 
Arena Banquet Re. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (he. 
2N) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annum 
FALL BAZAAR 
• TEA 
Novem~or 11, I~  
(nc.16N) 
The Terrace St. Mothew's 
Church Bazaar wlll be held 
Set. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
Rummage Salp Sat. Oct. 
271h. 9 a.m. till 12 Noon. 
St. Maflhew Church Hall 
4727 Park Ave., 
Donations Welcome 
Drop at Church. 
Monday afternoon Oct. 22. 
Phone 635.4602 for Pick up 
(NC 26 Oct.) 
Held every Man. afternoon 
.2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need it, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOGL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Hzaltft 
Conferences. A yrs. once to 
twIoe monthly. 41/= - 5 yrs. 
(pro.kindergarten): S~lng 
blitz. Developmental, vial',H, 
hearing screening do.~e. 
'.Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
;VO CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such a l  food 
polsenlngs and complalnte, 
sewage disposal, prlvRh, 
water supplies an~. 
,.nuisances. 
'SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4~12 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638.1155). The oudlolo01st 
will do hearing tests on 
1 Want to act end help 
backstage. Christmas 
production about to get 
underway. Reading and 
costing at Little Theatre 
Bolldlng S pm "rues Oct. 23 
(NC 23 Oct) 
Greyhound Bus Schedule 
change effective 28th of 
October.S:30 p.m. scheduled 
run to Prince Rupert will 
leave ½ hour earlier at ,5:00 
p.m. till further notice. 
(C10-1 N) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & 'SALES 
FLOOR: 
Furnltore, appIIRnces, 
power tools, hand louis, 
dean small cars, motor. 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
(~her Items In acceptable 
rendition. 
Terrace Auction Mart 
:roferrol by family doctor or Corner of Apdey & Lakeles 
community health nurse, or phone dlS41~A (ctfn.2.20. 
Speech pathologist " 79) 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 305.4421 Lazelle Ave. Tel, 
435-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED, 
At 203-4821 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
435-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational end social 
rehabllltotlon done by 
consultant. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a euw)ort service 
for women -
4711 Lazalkl Ave. 
behind Tillloum Theatre 
61.5414.5. 
Drop In: 10 am-6 pm Man.. 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
end share ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Woman's' 
AA. 1at Wednesday of month. 
- Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday. Single Parents, 
(led by • single father), 3rd 
Wednesday Men & 
Woman's Rap, Thurldeyo - 
Woman's Night Uut. 
Rebakah Lodge Annual Tee 
• Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 - -  
Oddfellowe Hell, 3222 
Munrce St. (nc.10N) 
The Terrace Childbirth 
Education Association will 
be sponsoring a pro-natal 
series "The Childbearing 
Year". Starting Oct. 24 1979. 
Contact Marrlanne (~1S-2~42 
or Margaret 63,5.4873 for 
further Information. 
(Nc.23 Oct) 
Slide Show Library 
Basement 
Kemane II 
"A look at the country that 
will be flood." 
7:30 p.m. 
Nov.1 1979 
Nonlka.Maurlce River Club 
(NC-IN) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
Carpet • Fleering 
installation 
You supply - -  we Install 
638-1691 
(am-1-10.79) 
r 
iNSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks in' 
Mock. Got relief with • 
congreSs investment. 
khmlfty's Excavating 
135.Slit 
(am-1.10.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4846 Park Avenue 
Terra ca 
-7149 
(om-1-10-79) 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchondlos 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3172 DoMe SWeet 
Phone 13S-IN4 
10 o.m. - 2 p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm.12.10-79) 
COLLIER EXCAVA'I 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 6U4S40after 6:00 pro, 
(am -1-10-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD, 
(W~ Andrews) 
• Backhce Work 
Howly and Contrsct 
L1B-NT9 
anytime 
(am.1.10.79) 
WOMEN'S NIGHT OUT 
presents Ly Koblerskl, 
Ipeiklng on: 
"WOMEN'S USE OF 
PHARMACEUTICAL 
DRUGS". 
OI1 Thurlday,Octobar 25 at 
7:30 p.m. at the Women's 
Contre.4711 Lozelle 63~514S 
(NC) 
The Northwest Regional 
Arts Council la sponsoring a 
CONCERT by the In. 
ternutlonally recoonlzed 
YORK WINDS, Canada's 
foremost wind quintet, In the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 
Terrace, on Sat. Oct. 27, at 
e:oo "P.M. Tickets ere 
available at the door: Adults 
15.00; Students end Senior 
Citizens ID.S0 
(N(:-26 Oct) 
Laurie Thaln Is In town and 
looking forwai'd to giving a 
home town concert, Terrace 
Little Theatre building, 
Kalum Street, Oct. 26and 27, 
8 PM. Tickets at McColll, 
$4 .0O(adu l ts )  and  
t3.00(zanlurs and students). 
Axis Mime Theatre comes to 
Terrace October 26, at 8 PM 
at the R.E.M. Lee. They are 
preumtlng an evening of 
• QUICK CHANGES,along 
with a western melodrama. 
Axle Mime Is • well.known 
Vancouver group, who 
specialize In theatrical and 
entertaining mime for all 
ages. Be sure to come and 
see them. Call 635-2101 for 
tickets. 
(NC 26 OCt) 
One white with brown apote, 
wire-haired terrier. Male. 
Found downtown Area on 
Sunday. Ph. 635.4755. 
STFTFN 
Lost In Braun St. area. 
Female shepard cross 
wearing a choke collar. Full 
grown --  a Ilflle on the smell 
side. Dark brown markings. 
2~sa  phone 635.4304. (pS- 
"Lost: Male Maltese dog 
between Terrace and Prince 
Rupert on Hwy 16, Approx 40 
miles from Terrace. Lost on 
Oct 13. Reward offered. 
Phone 624.9085. 
(C~.260) 
Small black kitten on Loan 
Ave. 5 moo. old wearing 
brown flea collar, on 
medication. Reward offered. 
~eese  call 635.~1e9 or 63S- 
6o66. 
(C3 2S Oct) 
~pt.  22, 1979. Small male 
dog (Peskapoo). White curly 
heir. Tattoo registration on 
his tummy. QAO~D, Sub" 
stantlel reward. Phone 638. 
Sl61. (c10.260) 
Representative required 
with forestry and logging 
exp. for Burns Lake Houston 
area. Poling exp. desirable. 
Resume for attention of G.H. 
Richardson Bell Pole 
Company L td .  Box 339 
Lumby, B,C. VOE 2GO. 
((;23,26,30,2 Nov) 
Do you possess the 
ability to become a: 
Successful 
Executive? 
: THEN 
We want YOUR talents 
We NEED your talents 
Let's grow TOGETHER 
WE ASK THE' 
FOLLOWING OF YOU: 
1. Compatibility with 
people 
Willingness to relocate I: Minimum Grade 12 
education 
4. Front line 
determinatlon 
WE OFFER: 
1. Pride In your 
Good positions ~ 
' accomplishments 
Good benefits 
4: Good remuneration 
But most Important of all 
a chance for a secure 
and successful future. 
Excellent opportunity for 
recent graduates. 
mart- .  
CANADA,  L IMITED 
SKEENA MALL  
TERRACE 
Applications ere Invited for 
• the position of CHIEF 
ENGINEER. " 
Duties wlll Include 
respe~slblllty for total plant 
qperetlon and maintenance, 
heading a team of three. 
Minimum 4th class.ticket 
preferred; previous hospital 
and supervisory experience 
helpful. Good working 
conditions, salary and 
benefits. Submit ap- 
Plications Immedlatsly to 
the Admlntstretor, Bulkley 
Valley Dtstrlct Hosplteh Box 
370, Smlthers, B.C. Tel. 847. 
2611. 
(A3-~3 Oct) 
Northwest Community 
College requires a Com- 
munity education services 
coordinator to '  Prince 
Rupert. 
Northwest College is a 
comprehensive college of- 
ferlng vocational, academic, 
and general Interest 
programs throughout the 
Northwest region of B.C. The 
main administrative campus 
Is In Terrace, end there are 
smaller facilities In several 
other communities, In. 
cludlng Prince Rupert. The 
Prince Rupert Co~rdl.netor is
one of eight CES Cour- 
dlnatura who r~xrt  to the 
Director of Continuing 
Education. The duties of the 
lob are to admlnlstsr all 
College programs operating 
In  Prince Rupert School 
Dlstrlot. 
Salary: .On Faculty Union 
scale according to 
qulolflcetions end ex- 
perience. 
Starting Date: As soon as 
po~lble. 
Reply with curriculum vitae 
end names and addresses of 
.~roferees to . . . .  
"~ . . . .  -Dr:~.V. George: 
Prlnclpal 
Northwest College 
Terrace, B.C. 
~IS4S11 
(A2.24 Oct.) 
SHIFT 
ENGINEER 
with fourth cleza certificate 
requlrod for Mllia Mamorlal 
HooplteJ. t.U.O,~'L~fl~/'tlv* J 
agreement ih~MNdY. 'Apply ! 
to: 
• Personnel Director 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2W7 
(aS.330) 
- -  I 
The 
DAILY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
in the following areas: 
I dlkhornhlll: 
Cottanv~d Street, Empire 
Slrest, Pbquetto Avenue, 
Kotoed . OosJardlnes, 
Kofoed . Sharpies, River 
Drive, Burgess . Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Sheet. 
Terrooe = 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
AOer, 4700 Block Apr.  
if you are Inters~od In ono 
d these routes please 
~ono: 
Ill-l lS7 
between 9 am and 5 pm. 
K l t lmt :  
rukon Street, Quell . 
9erllng Streets, Urlolo. 
Uoprey Streets. 
If interested - -  phone Kelth 
It 
432-:1747 
(ctfn-nc) 
Automotive Manager 
needed Immediately for 
auto department. Weekly 
salary plus commission, 
After S months full 
benefits. Full time position. 
• 44 hours per week. Apply 
In person to: 
K mart 
4761 Lakelse Ave, 
AS.29 Oct. Terrace, B.C. 
i 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
4U-44S4 
63S47Sl 
(cffn.2-10.79) 
: ' .  i 
"For Safer Llvlng,!Fusl Economy & Cleaner Air" 
e CHIMNEYS BOILERS • 
e;AIR DUCTS eFiREPLACES FURNACES e 
PRO.VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
,~ la l le ts  In pewor.vac leaning 
Starling Street., 635-5292 
(Itlmet, B.C. V8C 11(5 632.2446 
Are your ceilings getting 
dingy looking? if they ore, 
hove them professionally 
resprayed. Call Earl at 
2776 
C40-12 Dec. 
Qua l i f ied  carpenter ,  
tradesman fully, equipped 
with air tools, available for 
renovations, custom cabinet, 
. arborlte, formica in. 
steiletlons. Will cenlkler ell 
other types of flntshlng work. 
Phone After 6 p.m. Ask for 
Don. 635.570e 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
• DECORATING 
Drywall, Stucco, tile, 
linoleum. Free estimate 
Phone 
• . m.10ts 
.1c30.6N1 
& APPLIANCES 
90,000 B.T.U. Eslo ulfamatlc 
oli furnace. Llke new 1300.00 
Ph 638.1263 
(P3-2S Oct) 
Chesterfield and chair 
green. Good cond. $,100.00 
Phone 798-2583 
(P3-24 Oct) 
Chesterfield suite Good 
condition. Must be sold. 
~75.00 Phone 635-5556 
(C.~26 Oct) 
leaving, country must sell 
stereo with" two spes~lh;l. 
Almost new 115.00 Twin beds 
63.00each. Various elsctrlcal 
kitchen Items. Phone ?98- 
2583 
(P2.33 Gd) 
For Sate: Studio knitting 
machine 2 years old. Fan 
further information call 635- 
7078. (c30.8N) 
Four sale: Four LB AX 15' 
steal baited tires. One 15' 
rim for Chev car and one 14' 
rim 'Phone 635-~12 atilt 
4:00 p.m. 
1 700AXIS" tire and rim. 
P3-24 Oct.) 
Caramlc'.KIIn for sale. Piss 
phono 635.7326 
1=3-24 Oct) 
';Rubber BOoh~ for Dancing'; 
• and memories of pioneer life 
.in the Bulkley Valley written 
by Nan 6ourgon Is now on 
sale In Smlthers a t  Van's 
Newi, Western Drugs and 
Interor Stationary. 
Cl5.12 Nov) 
For Sale.Singer Junior Mles 
'Sewing Machine .Child's 
Record Player, Child's Pool 
tame. All like new. Good 
Xmaa presents. Popcorn 
warmer, clip on seat table 
for baby, baby walker, baby 
play rocker. Homemade 
tennis table end homomade 
shuffleboard table with 
accessories. Three wheel 
bike for 3 or 4 year old. Ph. 
635.7074 after 2 p.m. 
For sale one older set of 
encyclopedias. Also Kemac 
Imrnar. Ph ~lS.&i79. 
(P3-2`5 Oct) 
• HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellowa Hall 3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 63&-2794 or 
• 1S-~I (em.7-1~79-Tu,Fr) 
410 John Dasre Backhoe tot' 
hire. Phone 635.40!1. (cm.S- 
~79) 
1972 Norton Commando 5900 
original miles 'ext. Cond. 
S~re parts. $1200,00 Ph'. 630. 
8371 
(P5-29 Oct) 
33, FOR SALE 
MISC.  " 
1 
F~'"Salo: Four XL AX 15" 
steel belted t!re4.~On A
14" rim. Phone 635-6672 after 
4:00 p.m. 
1=3 23Oct. 
Store Fixtures for Sale. 
Phone during the day. 
6354aTe 
(cifn.2.10.79) 
For Sale: Four cylinder, 1100 
cc motor out of Mazda 
pickup. Excellent cond. 
Rebuilt. 40,000 miles es 
rebuilt. 1400 OBO. Phone 798- 
2418. (¢3-230) 
Tire changer for sale. Phone 
635-4246. 
C9.2 Nov.) 
One' warn winch, electric 
with HD bumper to fit. One 
Ludwig set of drums end 
cymbals In excellent cond. 
Ph 635.9420 
( P3-2S Oct) 
14M KI ft 3 br full basement 
home on 1.S acres with lake 
frontage In Smlthere. 
1976 40 HP International 
Tractor c.w cob, front end 
loader and blade. Call 
Smlthers 847.24,18. 
(CS-29 OCt) 
WANTED 
Spot cash paid for 
Good used furniture, guns, 
lewellery, skates, 6CRIC 
shares. 
Anything of volga 
We buy. sell. trade 
Gunamlihlng 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3~13 Kalum Street 
LOOi~ING FOR FUR. 
NITUREt  
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furnltorR I t  O pr lc l  
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell. Calllthe Terroco 
An¢tlm Marh'4435 Lakeles 
Ave. Phem &IS4179. (cffn.,1. 
10.79) 
TO GIVE AWAY 
One cat and one kitten. 
Kitten is black, lively - -  cat 
is young, dark brown with 
faint light stripes. Cat Is 
affectionate, adaptable, 
house broken. Hate to give 
her Up, but landlord Insists. 
Call 13S4~7 deya, Ii3g-1£~ 
evenings. Ask for Don. (nc- 
sff) ' :..>,!',. 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Slre & Dam out of Sliver. 
sheen Kennels. Available 
Oct. 19. Ph. 638.1996 after 5 
pro. (p10.290) 
3 tiger stripe KlffenL Call 
635-6361 before 5 p.m. 635. 
7441 after 5 p.m. 
(P5.24 Oct) 
Wanted to Buy: Uzad fur- 
nlturs such as much, c~elr, 
tame & chairs; Phone 63~ 
5417. (ctfn-11-10.79) 
I am collecting Canadian 
coins. If you have sliver you 
want to sell. I pay top 
IXlces. Also Birch firewood 
$33.00 Phone 638.1322 
PS-2S OCt 
For Sale: 1965 TD15B ' cot 
with power steering, 
R.O.P.S., angle Dozer. 
S21,000 Phone 63`5428,2 after d 
p.m. 
(PS.2S Oct) 
For Sale 1973 GM ~ ton 
pickup, VS, 4 speed, power 
steering and brskes, ra~lo, 
electric troller brakes and 
drop hitch42,750. Phone 635. 
6212 after 
(p5.25Oct)6 p.m. 
For Si l l  1962 Dodge I)900, S. 
A fletdeck with air brakes, 
rigged to pull trailer. New 
413 engine. S2,S00. Phone 
62rJ after 6 p.m. 
(PS-25 Oct) 
Wanted to buy. Old car and 
truck and cat baflerlee. Top 
IX'ice paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635-4735 anytime. 
(p20.1N) 
Wanted. Good furnlturs.and 
misc. articles for iuctloh.' 
Call L.W. Sears at 635-1824 or 
aOIVZ Hw_v 16 East. Ip30-1N) 
Wanted to rent: covered 
garage space for olx mon~s. 
Write to Box 122;4, ¢.o  
Terrace Dally Herald, 3212 
Kalum St., Terrace. (pS. 
:~O) 
38. 
WANTED MISC, 
f 
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57. AUTOMOBILES 5T' AUTOMOBILES 5"/, AUTOMOBILES 
, ! 
58, TRUCKS 59, MOBILE 
HOMES 
Wanted: Used gravel box. 
10-12 yards. Phone 635.4081. 
(p10-230) 
For Sale 159/~ foot 
Sengstucraft with 65 .HP 
mercury outboard motor and 
phone 635`,1390. 
(C3.26 Oct) 59; MOBii~E: ': 
"..HOMES."I. :
66.RECREATIONAL 
• VEHIUL[a-'-'--'~- 
1974 17 i/~ Foot K and C deep 
Von trailer near new soft top 
120 H.P. OMC stern drive. 
~MH00.00 Phone 635.9502 
(PS.26 OCt) . 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
For Rent: 32 ft. trailer with 
expanding l iving room. 
Furnished, one bdrm. Phone 
635-3186. (c5`230) 
Clinton.MaW 
Furnished or unturnlshe 
studlo or I bedroom 
apar tments .  Secur l t  
entorphone. Phone 
635-2368 
638.1032 
C2.24 Oct.) 
Lot for Sale: Excellent large 1973 Suberban P.S.PIB. A.T. 1970 Mazda 1800 4 door 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 3.~0V-0V, ryGoodCondltlon, automatic Exc. body. AM- 
Ideal residential area with $3,000.00 OBO. Fh. Kltlmat FM radio and cassette deck. 
potential v iew.  S21,O00. 632.3829. Exc speakers. P.B. good 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn.2.10. 1=3.25 Oct) motor after 5 phone 635.$187. 
~9) (1=2-19.23 Oct) 
For Sale 1968 Chev Bel Air 
1.74 acres lake• "area ST00.00OOO 1970 Datsun PU 1969 Chevelle. Gloss black 
, and white scoop. New Tires property. Trailer and large and camper, only 6,000 miles and rims. 11 to 1 pistons. 12 
shop for sale. Phone 790.2562 , $3,850.00. 
bott rearend. 650 HolMy curb after S IOta. ~(P5`230) 635.2243 days, 635.4385 with many more high per. 
56, BUSINESS ;. 
OPPORTUNITy .. 
FOR SALE 
Small business. Can be 
operated part time or In 
conjunction with another  
line. Easy terms to right 
party.  Phone 425.4569 
evenings. (p8-260) 
For Sale: Fully equipped 
convenience store. With 
living acc.mmndatlon. Store 
does a good year round 
turnover. For further In. 
formation please wrlM Box 
1214 or call 635-3971.. (ctfn-2. 
7S Ford Club Cab V-6 Auto 
1978 Z28 Camaro wine color. P.S.P.B. radio. Exc. con- 
Custom Interior.  Power dltlon Never driven on 
windows F~Pb Automatic gravel. Asking $4,100. Ph 842. 
t ransmiss ion ,  headers,  5910 or 842.6606. 
combination radio-tape P3.25 Oct.) 
dock. 
Phone Prince Rupert 1972 Flreblrd for sale. Phone 
624-5704 after S p.m. 635.4246. 
(CS.25 Oct) . , .  , , ..'--'- .~ . . . .  ' : 58. :, ,:':::,: .: 
::TRUCKS:: ":: 
79 T.Blrd low mileage. Exc. 
Warranty. Phone 638:1366. 
(C15`7 Nov.) 
To whom it may concern: I 
Vincent Vance Geynor will 
49. HOMESI not be responsible for any 
debts or bills Incurred by my 
FOR SALE wife, as of this date. OCt. 19 
1979. 
In Terrace new 3 Br. House 
with carport and c()vered V.V. Gaynor '  
walkway w-w wall to wall (P5.29 Oct) 
with Mature wall and easily 
developed lower floor. 635` Notice of 
4826. Application for 
(C4.26OCt) Change of Name 
4 BR home. 1270 s q. ft. 2 Notice Is herby given that 
bathrooms. ~ ,Ample car'. an application will be made 
petlng. Ph,!~3~44S0,.~fo~ to the 'Director of Vital 
appointment ~fO vle~,; :.(pt0~ 
240) ~ "--'~" -~:('~+: >",' 
3 hr. country h~t~b"wl~'5 
excellent view on one acre. 
1026 sq. ft., creek frontage, 
large garden area with 
excellent soil. Asking 
SL0,000. Phone 635-2485 after 
6 pm. (cffn-16-10.79) 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace end the 
Skeena Valley. Many ex- 
esll.nt features, Including 
~l  to w~ll.carr~IJ~.~t 
lehwa~,,r, ~ ~  
~1 large cover~f"i~dlrE~. 
Located In • quiet residential 
area only minutes from 
schools and downtown. 
Poseasslon can be Ira. 
mediate. To view phone 798. 
2258 at.dr 6 pm. (affn-11-10. 
79) 
HANDYMAN 
SPECIAL 
House and lot In Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smlth(O~. 
Jack Ambler nt 635.7117 for 
further datalls. (ctfn.16.10. 
79) 
3 BR home with full 
lineament. Approx. 1000 sq. 
ft. Hen 20x30 ft. workshop. 
Fenced & landscaped lot. 
Approx. ~OxlO0. View at 4743 
StreUme or phone 635-9233 
after S pm. (p20-300) 
Working couple requires 2 
Br. Accommodation Im. 
mediately, weekdays 8:30 
am to 4:30 pm phone 635.6255 
local 52 after 6:00 630.1080. 
CTFN.23 Oct) 
By family of 3 e two or three 
bedroon apt., house , or 
trailer as soon as possible. 
Call 6.15.6536 ext. 20 between 
8:30.4:30 pm 
(C4.26 Oct) 
By family of 3 a two or three 
bedroom apt., house , or 
troller ns .soon as pusslble. 
Call 635.6536 ext. 20 between 
8:30.4:30 pm 
(C4.26 OCt) 
2 or 3 DR howe with 
basement and fireplace 
p'eferred but not urgent. 
Qle or 2 steps to front en. 
h'ance. Call evenings only 
(collect If necessary). 112. 
~7-4191. (c20-310) 
For Rent: 900 sq, ft. on 
second floor. Air con. 
dt lmed. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635. 
3552. (ctfn.2.10.79) 
Valuable commercial lot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Information please phone 
Russ Roper 562.4114 Collect. 
(ClO-Nov 1.) 
Christmas 
Seals 
Statlst!cs for a change of 
,.name pursuant  to ths 
:~vJkl~ns o.f the !')Change ol 
• Na'ni:~ Act," by me:- AN 
DREA HOWIE of 4831 
Halllwell Ave., In Terrace 
VHG 2J4, In the Province o 
British Columbia, as follows 
to change my name fr.n 
ANDREA HOWlE T( 
ANDREA CAMPBEL!  
HOWl E. 
A. Howle 
NOTICE CALL FOR 
TENDERS "ANIMAL 
CONTROL" 
Sealed bids relating to the 
above contract will be ac. 
capted at the Municipal 
Offices until 4:30 p .m.  
Novemeber 15, 1979. In. 
terested parties are advised 
to view the propo~e~d con '-~ 
tr~C)',.an..~'~4~r ob .t~)IU. '~ur.fh(~r, ~ 
Idfarmatlon at the Municipal 
Office, 321S Eby Street, 
durlng normal buslness 
hours. 
Tenders must be submitted 
In sealed envelop.s. 
addressed to the Clerk. 
Administrator and clearly L 
marked "Tender to Animal 
Control." The lowest or any 
tender not necessarily ec. 
cepted. 
Signed 
F.K. Norman 
Treasurer.Collector 
(A5`23,26,31 Oct, 5, 9, Nov.) 
Tenders Invited for "clear 
cuffing an 0 acre stand of 
Pine and birch to be followed 
by grubbing and clearing for 
cultivation. Merchantlble 
trees to contractor. Balance 
to be decked on the property. 
35 reims east of Terrace on 
Highway 16. Write to Box 
2488 Smlthers, B.C. or phone 
547-2993 
(C3.24 OCt) 
INVITATION TOTENDER 
Tenders will be called later 
this year for the construction 
of n wnMr Intake et Kltlmat, 
B.C. during the spring of 
1980. In order to allow In. 
terested contractors to view 
the site before winter, a site 
meeting will be held at 2:00 
P.M. on Nov. 6111, 1979.1~. 
terested contractors should 
contact/~r. Kip Gaudry. P. 
Eng. at the District of 
Kltlmat, 632.2161 prior to this 
date to obtain direction, to 
the slte. 
The works wlll conslst of the 
I nstal letlon of ap-  
proxlmaMly 250 metres ot 
760 mm dlameter C .M.P .  
Inf l l trat lon gal lery,  2S 
metres of 760 mm dlameter 
C.M.P. header plpe, two 1500 
mm dlameter C.M.F. sumps, 
constructlon of one elevated 
pumphousa, ,xMnslon of 410 
mm dlametdr steal plpellne, 
Installetlon 2 owner supplled 
pumps, InsMlletlon of ap. 
proxlmately 1500 cublc 
metres of r ip rap plus 
mlsc, llensous works. 
(AI.22 Oct) 
evenings. Priced for quick sale - -  '74 
(P5`29Oct) formance extras Must sell. 
638.1427 or 635-5600. Mazda RX3 Rotary. Has 
1954 Chev Bel Air AM Sedan. C10.5 Nov summer radials and winter 1976 Toyota Land Cruiser. 
bias ply tires. Stereo 4X4 283 engine. 350 horse 
Exc. runn ing  condition. For,Sale 1971 Ch,v Impala 2 tapedeck & radio. New cam. 2 sets oft lresand rims 
Many original extras. Some door. Hard Top. Exc. CoRd. brakes, but needs muffler soft and hard top, Phone 635- 
body work needed. Best Try offer, replacement. Asking $900 7662 
offer. 638.8,171. 635-6439 after S p.m. OBO. Phone 638.8430. (p5- (C5 25 Oct) 
( P5-29 Oct) (C3.24 Oct.) 230) 
Le~vlng In 3 weeks. Must For Rent: 72 ,'.'14' M. H. 
Sell-- 1976 Ford Van F150c. completely furnished dish 
w swivel captain chairs. AC, washer, washer and dryer. 
headers, summer & wlntor Usk location . Phone 63S- 
tires. Some customizing. 3816. 
Stereo etc. Ph. 635-2803 rm. (P2.24 Oct) 
2. (p15-240) 
Must sell 1978 Ford Window 
Van. Less than 0,000 miles 
Partially camporlzed man) 
extras. Ph 635-9083. 
For Sale: 1970 14x70 Mencu 
mobile home. Unfurnished. 
Set up and skirted In local 
h'aller park. Phone 635-9736. 
(ctfn.2.10.79) 
For Sale: 1972 12x68 foot 
traiMr',et up In trailer perk. 
For app. to 'v iew call 635- 
For Sale:8 ft vanquard 
camper.  Includes 3.way 
frldge, stove, furnace and 
~acks. Very good cond. 
Phone 63~.2120 after 6 p.m. 
( 1:)2-23 Oct) 
N?WOPEN " VAN'SOONTRAOTIN6 S !,! !!I , Furniture Ilopair q &qNqnterprmes 
ALEX BODY SHOP a Restorati0ns, Hope Chests MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
in the o]d ~eEwan 's  ~hop ~i" ~. ;  ~ C0st0m Made Fnr, iture, Nsfi!isbiu! 
(Across from the Skoena Hotel) . ~" ~ General Building Contraclins way.. 63:.s,.., 
Days 635.1235 Ernle 635.9353 
451S G~etg 635-2326 21 2510 S, Kalum 635-5585 Terra©e e 
NORTHWEST PIPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE• Pt UMBING SUPPL iES. PUN~PS. 
HOSES. NUTSANDBOLTS FENCING 
• WATER SOF TE NEk~S ANDMORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - Neo~  ¢ ~.~o 
635-7158 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL ~ YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Woshing 
Phone 638-1634 of 6=15,3545'~'.' ' 
nf '~, J l~;  POP,S 
pOP, s • ~ - -~  Pizza Wagon '~~ ~ ' 
PIZZA WAGON 
Pizza and sub.buns delivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
FALL SPECIAL 
Every Sunday & Wednesday 
October 17 to November 11 
With any order for Pizza of $8,00 and up~ 
• order a 9" pizza of your choice for Vs price. 
Pkole .635-3414 
Free delivery Tuesday to Sunday 
Closed Monday. 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
o,,,,,,,,%,,%,,,,%,,,,,,,,o,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,%,,,,,,* , . , . , , , , ,  • %% , , ,  • • • • ,  • ,  • • , ,  , . , ,  • • ,  , . ,  ° , , ,  • • ,  • , . . .  • • . . , . , . , . , .  
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREEt  
~ERRACE BC PHONE635.2473 
irO~ vou~.. . ,3S~L O 
LTD, 
Yellowhead Hay 
& Grain 
o;:;:,~,L~j~pI.Rtte !lee of livestock feed arid Supplement. 
, ~. ;~Cle~ntDnd util ity grain .o  ~,~ . . . .  '~ ,  ~,.. ".,~-:' 
• Founts and feeders for all livestock 
• Dry dog & cat food 
• Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
Plumbing • Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential -' Industrial . Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
414~ LAKELSE AVENUE 
P,O. Box $34 PHUNE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 4B$ OR 638.9320 
Install & service Gas, Wood • Oil Furencea 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
. ; '  "WE CLEAN" " -  
CHIMNEYS - -  FURNACES-  FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCEO AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using e PRO-VAC Residential- 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the n ,w method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives positiv, end efficient results" 
Call th. PRO.VAC people today and see tor yourself. 
Pho ne: Pro-Vac Industries 
Terrace 635-5292 • Can. Ltd. 
Ser~vlces Olvislon 
Kltlmot 632-2466 KItimat.Terrace, B.C. 
HOI  I ISS IONAI .  
~EPENDABLE 
FLOORING CARPET & 
INSTALLAT ION 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL  
J A .M E.~ GRAY 
4936 McDEE[  
831.1691 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CE IFICATES 
For these items 
, bear teeth , bear claws 
, w01f teeth , beaver teeth 
, moose or deer antlers (slng~eor~.,rl 
AvallJ~ble'at he front desk of the 
TEHRACE HOTEL 
~' : i~  .;.. ':.~ 
yeOld 
Chim.  
TERRACE, B.C: 
PHONE Ih15-9252 ANYTIME 
Ready Mix Concrete, Send, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bagsof Cement, 
I/4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 635`393~ 
, F.J.H. READY MIX 
ConetTuctlon Ltd. 
Plant Off K rumm Road 
Thornhlll 
GLACIER 
L 4418 Legion Avenue 
A Terrace, D.C, 
S 
(O~-A Complete Glass and 
S Aluminum Service 
NOW IN TERRACE 
O& L PAINTING 
Interior • Exterior. Residential. Commercial 
Speclallzlng In Sand Blestlng and Industrlal Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phonei 635.4559 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMA T 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
 TARBOARD 
liCK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
635-3OO1 
Ken Hansan 
I 
k 
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Early Birds 
Are Ruffled 
By Abigail Van Buren 
1979 Dy Cmrago Tribune.N.Y. News Syn0. In¢ 
DEAR ABBY: Some people sure have evil minds. (In- 
eluding you!l Why should anyone suspect Beverly of hanky- 
panky because she leaves her home at 6 a.m. for a 15.minute 
drive to a j(,h thut doesn't begin until 8 a.m.? 
I'm not due at my job until 8 a.m,, but I always get there 
at 7 a.m. That's the only time of day I don't have to put up 
with ringing telephones and kids yelling and fighting. The 
office is quiet, and I use the time to organize my day's work. 
Also, I take the bus, and it's never erowded at 6:30 a.m., 
the traffic isn't as heavy, and I never have to stand up. 
I can't see dashing through the office door just before the 
clol!k strikes 8 the way most of my co-workers d6. Some are 
Sl) nervy they arrive at 8 a.m., prepare coffee and sit around 
drinking it until 8:30] 
NO SLACKER IN TWIN FALLS 
I)EAR NO SLACKER: Let's hear it from Dottie: 
DEAR ABBY: I must come to the defense of Beverly, the 
perfectly groomed, beautilul woman who leaves her house 
at 6 a.m. for a 15.minute drive to an office where she isn't 
due until 8 a.m. 
A reader asked what she did with all that extra time. He 
even hinted that perhaps he arrived at work disheveled 
and with a few spangles missing. 
Well, i leave my house at 5:50 a.m., and arrive at 6:10 
a.m., for an 8 to 4 job because ! like it that way! 
! make no stops and arrive as neat as when I left home. No 
one else is at work, either, in case you might think rm 
meeting someone there. 
I set things up for my day's work, and if ! have something 
special that requires my full concentration, 1 prefer to do it 
then. I also read my newspaper in peace and quiet. 
I'm sure there are many others who arrive at their jobs 
early for legitimate reasons. 
DOTTLE 
DEAR DOTTLE: You're right, of course, and ! need not. 
look far to find one. My devoted secretary, Katie Real, who 
has been with me for 23 years, isn't due at her desk until 8 
a.m., but bless her, she's frequently there at 7. (She calls 
her self "Abby's Irish Rose"ll 
I)EAR ABBY: I have a strange (and touchy) problem. We 
recently retired and moved to a lovely resort town. In the 
six months we've I)een here, we've had five different couples 
from all over the country visit us. Some stayed a weekend. 
Others longer. 
Our guests use a sofa-bed in the library where all bur 
books are kept. .. 
'Several days ago my husband and I were discussing a cer- 
tain book, so I went to get it. It was gone, In fact, on the 
same shelf I saw four "holes" where four other books had 
been. I hate to think that one of our houseguests had taken 
these books, hut there is no other explanation. 
I have made a practice of writing my name on the flyleaf 
(ff all my hooks, but, of course, the flyleaf could have easily 
been torn out. 
My question: If I should visit the home of one of these 
guests and see a book I'm sure is mine, should I ignore it, or 
say something? And if you think I should say something, 
what should I say? 
DISAPPOINTED 
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: Don't ignore it. Say, "1 see you 
were so faselnated with my hook that you took it home to 
finish it. May I have it now?" 
CONFIDENTIAL TO MOTHERS OF CHILDREN 
UNDER 7: For a treasure of easily understood information 
about nutrition, health care, discipline, and how to get along 
with your child, ! recommend Nancy M. Thurmond's 
wonderful hook, "Mother's Medicine." IAt all good hook 
stores.} 
Your Individual 
Horoscope CROSSWORD 
Frances Drake----- ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
An excellent ime for out- 
door .activity or physical l~CusRtrO~an alps 4413 G~irgla'~ matter 56 Fr~:~e 1117 ~ll~.~ers 
exercise. Skiers may feel the 
urge to. get in shape. Trust 
intuitive ideas. TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Enlist financial support for 
domestic plans. Attend to tax 
matters, loans, and capital 
outlay. A friend has a useful 
tip. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) I I  
Don't shirk tasks. Express 
your ideas to close allies, who 
will be touched by your 
creative thought. You're 
especially convincing now. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~ 
One family member won't 
listen to reason. Work should 
be inspired now and also 
financially rewarding. Dig in 
for security's sake. 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
You'll impress others with 
your dynamism and are liable 
to attract somebody a bit 
mysterious. Romance is a 
definite possibility. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Watch judgment re finan- 
ces. Make a point to ac- 
complish work that needs to 
be done around the house. Ask 
a friend to help oat. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)-xt.& & 
Trust hunches re work 
projects. Have the courage of 
your convictions and speak 
out at community functions. 
Accent compassion. 
scoRPio 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
A hunch may pay off in 
cash, but don't trust friends 
with your money. New career 
projects should be launched 
with an eye to improve in- 
come. 
SAGITrARIUS ~¢~1-  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Romance is private and 
intimate. Find the right 
course to bring out your in- 
dividuality. You're inspired, 
but also be, practical. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Let intuition be your guide 
during this time of meditation 
and completion of unfulfilled 
obligations. Show compassion 
for your fellow man. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
A social occasion has 
business overtones, but things 
get complicated mixing 
business with pleasure. Just 
enjoy the party for its own 
sake. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Begin new work projects. 
Your personality an asset in 
putting across deals. Get 
second opinions re travel and 
business negotiations. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
liable to do some ex- 
perimenting before settling on 
a career. Practical and 
imaginative, you can succeed 
in beth the arts and the 
business world'. 
6 Dernier -- nickname 57 Ruhr city 19 Perfect 
9Depot: abbr. 44Aprilforecast DOWN 21Auction offer 
12 Perfume 45 Moved 1 Far: comb. 22 Actress 
ingredient sideways form Merkel 
13 Resinous 47 Infuriates 2 Ember org. 24 Tree 
substance 49 Sphere of 3 Ali-Spinks 26 Smith 
N "For - -  a action event graduate, 
jolly good 52 Summer 4 Persian poet " for one 
fellow..." drink 5 Dialect 28 Behaved 
15 FicUonal 53 Land . 6 Red or white 30 Chemical 
salesman: measure 7 Chest sound suffix 
Willy -- 54 Moslem 8 Here (Fr.) 33 Melts down 
16 "-- Story" sacral book 9 Potsherd 33 Gene 
18 Greek 55 Type of (car.) component 
20 Scottish glove 10 Succinct 34 Partner of 
Gaelic Avg. solution time: 2~ rain. hither 
21 Excepting I~ lA l~ l~ lT l~ l~ l~ lT Id l~ l  36Showy 
23 Lyric poem ~ flowers 
2¢ Mountain lOLl I IO IK I  I IN IE I I  IRIEI 38 Monstrosity 
range ITIEINIUIRIEIGIAIRIC 0 N 39 ~.ctress 
25 Peruvian S]RIS RIEICl I I Elissa 
[RIAIClEIOIFIFICIO]L IOIR 
Indian IOINIC F L A I 9RF I  40Publicized 
27 Obliterate IC~O]LLOjR ~ 42 Quench 
Ornamental IO IA IT IL IE IT1  45 Arid 
flower ~ 46 Cupid 
31 Type of .48 Word with 
blossom generation 
35 Dark IAIRITIYIHIAITIEIN[D[OI 50 Scottish 
37 Nevada city ' 8-24 refusal 
38 Blaze Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 51 Cape, for one 
By Stan Lee and John Romita the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
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the WIZARD OF ID 
( ~HAT 1::~2E~ 
.By E=ge, e St // r 
!141 ° i' ' ° "  
N N ~ l 3~ N ~' I" 
CRYPT~UIP 8-24 
SAE V 'ZXL  KMJZ  MX JSK  DCL  LS  
VZUZL XSAE UEDCZX 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- BROILING, STIC'KY DOG DAYS 
ANNOY BRISK CITY PEOPLE. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: U equals G 
The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals D, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
~ MY ANKLE'~ LOWINg; M¢:~1 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
). 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
d= I 
"We've got the same grandchildren! Are you 
my first husband Harold?" 
B.C. 
LETG -~E Y~Ul~ ff~gM. 
i- 
By Johnny Hart 
T~E ~LQ~I~ WAS. ~T,  
~i~IA~- ~'c~o~-~EG. 
DOONESBURY 
i 
I CAI~ ~ Yf_,4g, ~ ,  rm 
AT ~,~/"  O~ //f~. ,4T 
T/~Se~ l#~ /@ ~ A tOg, TO 
By Garry Trudeau 
/P.4~r~W HG ~Z~L. MAN, 
~,BP.~/- /~Y ,  I~A 
COULD 8~,/~TBN 
~/~/~ /~AN, ~ I~ 60T 
H~,,/~,. ~ ~FOU~OlZZ 
• I 
(TERRACE ' ~  -KITIMA 1 
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/ 
t 
~.'.~:~ ~ , t .  
• ,:? ~" 
. :~ . ,  . ,~~:~'?~,::~j~ ~ 
• . . , .  
: ~":•i~ " !,.~.-..~i:~ ....... " . . . .  
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TERRACE 
Plans for growth 
Xt is the goal of the District 
of Terrace to encourage the 
development of a wide rafige 
of efficient and economically 
viable regional and local 
commercial services within 
the municipality, indicated 
draft one of the Terrace 
community plan. 
Objective number one is to 
encourage well.defined and 
orderly commercial growth 
within the municipality. 
InfLlling of the existing 
rerrace Answering Bureau I
monitoring, answering &i 
~ngetarla. service I 
195 44030 Parl~ 
commercial zone will be 
encouraged, in particular 
east of Kalum Street, Any 
expansion of this zone will be 
conducted in an orderly and 
logical fashion based upon a 
master plan for development 
of the downtown area. 
Objective number two 
outlined in draft one is to 
encourage the establishment 
of Terrace as a regional 
commercial centre. The 
District of Terrace presently 
playsan important role as a 
regional supply centre and 
intends to actively promote 
the future use of local 
commercial facilities by 
regional residents. 
John McNairnay, planning 
director for the municipality 
.,.,...,...,.,-,.,.,.,-+-,.,.,-,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,, , . , ,  • ,  • • • • • • • ,.%%,,%%%%,,%%%?.%%,,%-,%?,?,?,-, 
......%...........%..%%%%%%.~..%%%%%%........%%'.%%'.'.%?., + . .  +. ,.,.,.*.,.e...,.,.,.e.,~,...,;,;,.,.,. 
ptogte $$x 9 
4603 takelse Ave. 636-6630 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
expanded on the need for 
commercial development in
Terrace" stating he predicted 
commercial development 
will go west along Lakelse 
Avenue 'following an 
established trend, especially 
since the construction of the 
Skeena Mall. MeNairnay 
feels the increased 
• development of the west end 
of Lakelsa Avenue and the 
north side of Kalum Street 
will have consequences for a 
formerly strong commercial 
area at the east end of 
LakeMe Avenue. "We would 
like to try to encourage east 
end development to form a 
sort of triangle," he ex- 
plained. , 
McNairnay said the 
community plan recognized 
retail development in the 
east end is not likely -- the 
first draft 'of the plan 
estimates "sufficient retail 
floor space and commercial 
land are available to meet 
projected expansion eeds 
for the next 10 years," and 
development of either 
density housing or perhaps 
light industry should be 
considered instead. 
The long term predictions 
of the plan, said McNaimay, 
estimate the downtown core 
to potentially extend to 
Davis Avenue while Eby 
Street is expected to remain 
the western boundary for the 
area. 
In time, Park Avenue may 
become amajor access mute 
through the downtown, said 
McNairnay. 
As a guideline for the 
future, McNairnay said the 
plan can be useful to 
residents in the area. "Over 
the long term, people will he 
able to look at the plan and it 
will tell them what to expect, 
and they can build with that 
in mind," he concluded. 
A final draft, of the plan is 
expected to be put before 
council in 1980. 
I 
LOSE 17 to 25 POUNDS! I 
IN JUST 6 WEEKS i 
and learn to stay slim for the rest Of 
your life. 
• Slim & trim coiditionin[ two day diet 
"Slim & trim quick weilbt loss dial - six weds 
• Slim & trim stabilization diet - three weeks 
• Slim & trim maintenance - three weeks 
• Slim & trim 1-day contrellin! diet 
HOURS 9-I AFTER HOURS.. 
;638.838,0 ............ ,~ ,~e, , .~ ,=~c~, .  635-3832, J 
A farmer's market held here 
The' Pacific Northwest 
is growing & prospering 
and we're proud to be 
part of this ongoing 
progression 
Skoglund Logging Ltd. 
6106 H IGHWAY 16 W.  635-6521 
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.toWn over the years 
By E.T. Kenu~'i: .. i major settlement was Kit- 
The history of Terrace has . selas at the lower end of 
been Intknstaly counected Kiteelas Canyon. With the 
With the history of. tran- building of the Grand Trunk 
|lportallen in the Skcena Pacific Railway (inter part 
RlverVallny. In 188etheS.S: oftheC.N.R.), which started 
Mumford, the first ~team- in 1906, all this was to 
boat on the Skeen~:River, change. 
was attempting to~ bring Many speculators along 
supplies up river for the the Skecna started toting up 
Collins Overland Telegraph the imagined profits they 
Company. She got no further would realize when they sold 
than the riffle in the Skcena 
Just south of Terrace. Here 
• she made acache of supplies 
to he transported by canoe 
and the Terrace area served 
its first function as a tran. 
sportellen link. 
By 189~ steamboats were a 
regular oncarenoe on the 
Skeens and many: set- 
tlements sprung up at 
convenient s eamboat s ops. 
Among these were Eby's 
Landing at the western 
boundary of Terrace. Eby's 
Landing boasted a 
blacksmith shop, stere and 
hotel. To the east of town 
there was another steamboat 
stop, Thomhili's homestead. 
It was from this pioneer that 
the present day community 
of Thornhlll takes its name. 
Nearby was the little 
canyon where the present 
C.N.R. and old Skcena River 
Bridge cross the muddy and 
often turbulent river. On the 
Terrace side and slightly 
below the canyon another 
homesteader cleared land in 
~19~. His name was Gen~e 
Little. It was chiofly his 
energy and business en. 
terprises which were tO 
sustain Terrace in its early 
years. 
At thls time, slightly after 
the turn of the century, the 
t~Ue nt site of Terrace was 
more then a couple of 
steamboat stops between 
Port Esaington, the port for 
the Skeena River and 
Hazelton, the head of 
steamboat navigation. The 
to the G.T.P. Among these 
were the people at Eby's 
Landing who felt sure that 
they would be chosen as the 
site for a station and yards. 
Hut George Little, the astute 
business man that he was, 
realized there were greater 
profits to he had from set- 
tiers than a cash deal from 
therallway company. In 1911 
he gave the land to the 
railway company for their 
station and  marshaling 
yards, much to' the chagrin 
of the people at Eby's 
Landing. 
At first the embryo town 
was called Littleton, but his 
name had to be chansed as 
• there already was a Pest 
Office by this name in the 
East. Terrace which takes 
its name from the benches of
land to the north of the town, 
rapidly changed. It was no 
longer two Riverboat lan- 
dings passed by eager 
miners, trappers and 
homesteaders ontheir way 
to the int~,'lor. 
By 1914 Terrace boasted a 
sa .wmlll near the present site 
of the Safeway store; a Post 
Office and general store 
where the Coop gas pumps 
presently stand; a hotel on 
the site of the present 
Terrace Hotel; a hall, now 
the Winterland General 
Store; a railway station, pool 
hall, real estate office and 
homes. In 1912 the streets 
had been lald out; the maln 
street, Lakelse Avenue, was 
made 88 feet wide instead of 
the usual 66 feet due to the 
irmlstance of 'the founder, 
George Little, who also 
planted the trees on this 
avenue in the centre of town. 
Many Of the towns early 
residents were relatives of 
George Little who come 
from Ontario. In the early 
days newcomers were 
cautioned not to eritiaize 
their nelshbours to other 
residents as moat of them 
were related. 
At this time a Ferry, 
located near the new Skeena 
Bridge, connected Terrace 
to the Thornhilland Lakelse 
• Lake area; a region which 
was home for many prewar 
homesteaders. However, 
with the completion of the 
G.T.P. Railway came the 
First World War to which 
Terrace sent roughly thirty 
able-bodied men, a sizeable 
number for the small 
community. For a while the 
once quickening tempo f the 
district was to stagnate. • 
It was during this decade 
that the school question was 
decided. Both Communities, 
Kalum (Eby's Landing) and 
Terra~e, felt they were 
deserving ofthe henour. The 
vote ended in a deadlock 20- 
20. A site was chosen roughly 
between the two com- 
munities. 
This is the present site of 
the School Board offices at 
the corner of Kenney and 
Highway 16. Many a student 
must have besrudged the 
decision of .their elders as 
they trudged unwillingly 
from the centre of town .to 
school. 
In 1921 the Bank of Mon- 
heal moved to Terrace and 
eventually located at the 
corner of Lakelse and 
Kalum, the present site of 
the Northwest Sportsman, It 
was inter closed due to the 
Depression. 
With the coming of World 
War Two,. new life was 
[ DRAGON LAKE,[ 
EQUIPMENT LTD. 
.Complete Low Bed Service 
• Hi.Boy.  Local & Long Distance 
• Hiab Crane Service 
• Trucking 
• Logs & Poles 
. Radio Dispatched Units 
4537 Queensway 
635-U98 
Terraoe 
g m ~ M U m ~ ~ ~ g m M m M g m  
breathed into Terrace. Many 
changes took place. 
In 1927 Terrace, a cam- 
munity of less than 300 
people, was incorporated 
and a Municipal Council 
formed. It was during this 
period that the Old Skcena 
River Bridge was built. For 
the rest of the decade 
Terrace subsisted on logging 
and a little faming as 
Terrace weathered the 
depression. So far the 
commt~nity had survived 
extensive forest fires which 
burned through many parts 
of the present day com- 
munity in 1913 and a flood in 
1936 which saw at least one 
Terrace house floating down 
the wild water of the swollen 
Skeena River. 
The army had a sizeable 
camp, many of the buildings 
are still be .ing utilized today. 
The most evident being the 
old Canadian Cellulose camp 
at the comer of Apeely.and 
Lakelse and most fittingly, 
the Canadian Legion Branch 
~vhich was Company Head 
quarter offices. 
The Skeenaview Lodge 
was built as a hospital for the 
wounded from the Aleutian 
campaign of 1944. At this 
time the Terrace.Kitlmat 
Airport was also built as a 
forward bass in case of 
Japanese invasion. 
The war also brought 
about he completion of the 
Terrace.Prince Rupert 
Highway and Terraee'a With the decision of Alcan 
second transportation li k to Co. Ltd. to locate a smelter 
the coast. Upon the exodus of at Kitimat, Terrace took on a 
the army Terrace fell heir to new Importance. By 1955 a 
their water system, railway was completed to 
However, the amy's stay Kitimat and by 1957 there 
was not always a happy was also a road link. 
Affair. It provided ex- By 1960 Terrace was also 
citement too, in the way of the headquarters for the 
the little known Terrace CFTK radio and television 
Mutiny. Roughly 3,000 troops 
refused to obey their officem network. The growth bet- 
ween 1956 and the present 
when it was rumoured that has been rapid. 
they were to he sent over- 
fleas, 
After the war, as British 
Columbia's industrial tempo 
increased, the economic 
pulse of Terrace also 
quickened. With the location 
of the Woods Division for 
Columbia Cellulose in 1948, 
came many new Jobs. The 
logs from the Kalum Valley 
were shipped to Port Ed- 
ward by rail to be made into 
pulp. 
The population i 1956 was 
approximately 1,500; today 
in the immediate area it Is 
clese to 15,000. At present 
with road and rail links to 
Prince George, Prince 
Rupert and a road link to 
St~vart and the Yukon, as 
well as an air link to Van- 
couver, Terrace sits astride 
the natural communication 
links North, South, East and 
West. 
TERRACE AS IT  LOOKED • 
F INNING 
• I I 
Equipment for: 
Logging, construction, m0nmg, mater0ais 
handling, marine power generation. Dipe- 
lining. 
FINNING TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT 
J 4621 Keith 635-'/144 
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Flooding caused problems here First train r ide a treat 
Some200peopleofTerrace hlaewnbuelnesscarhadhad over the asme route S0 years Kltlmat for it is another 
lt has boen ayear since the remains vieable in many damage was the direet result mpllimeters (8 inches) in a werst hit by the flood and left rail reconstruction to and district visitors areae at the foresight to bring along ago. milestone in the develop 
Terrace area witnessed the areas, of torrential rain fall, record 48 hours, many home owners on the maintain the raft's access to dawn Jan. 14, 1955 to board three passenger coaches worst dimmtor in forty years. 
The flood of l~ovember, 
1978 is still vivid In the minds 
e/those who were meet ef- 
fasted by the impact of 
flooding waters, claiming 
property damage and loss of 
lives. 
The long to be remem• 
bered sights of the 
destructive water still 
The Herald 
was here 
from the 
beginning 
The Herald has grown 
right along with Terrace. 
Prom our beginnings in 
Hazelton where we published 
the weakly Omineca.Herald, 
71 years ago, we came to 
Terrace a few years later 
and were right on the scene 
when the town became in. 
corporated in 1927. 
. Here is a brief history of 
Terrace at that time: 
192/was an eventful year 
in Terrace. For a town of less 
than 300 hundred, a lot was 
happenin¢ 
The year started off with a 
proposal for forming aboard 
of trade (Jan. 14, Omineca 
Herald). Subsequently it was 
that organization which 
successfully instigated 
Terrace's lacerporatiou as a 
village on December 29 of 
the same year. 
The Board of Trade 
(BOT), now Terrace and 
District Chamber of Com- 
merce, appeared quite often 
In the news columns of The 
Herald that year. 
One of the most stertling 
developments was a B0T 
propeasl for Northern B.C. 
and Northern Alberta to 
break away, and fccm a new 
province. The proposal was 
initiated by E.T. Kenney and 
George Little. Kenney 
outlined the proposed 
boundaries, end stressed the 
peesel~ need fa' acceptable 
transportation facilities in 
the Peace River area. 
The Herald wrote, "He 
(Kenney) pointed out where 
the present connections were 
unsatisfactory and stated 
that where they should be 
setting support they were 
only getting sympathy and 
promises, neither of which 
bad any practical value...the 
north should be given a free 
hand to work out its 
salvation unhampered bythe 
obstacles placed in the path 
by tbece who sought to assist 
solely for exploitation 
~ .  Those who spoke 
in favour of the new province 
included George Little, A.H. 
Barker, Gee. Dover, H. 
Halliwell, W.H. Burnett, Mr. 
Holmwood, J.K. Gordon and 
others," 
The Herald later reports, 
"As a general feeling 
Terrace is in favour of the 
movement." 
Presumably that's as far 
as the fledging separatist 
movement got. 
The paper never want nto 
further detail or published 
other ?t'?des on this, 
The estimated $15 million reaching a total of 203.9 Lakeise Lake was the 
M 
,4/lanu Life 
The ' ' ' " 
Fowth & prosperity of the Ten'acl-Kitimt area. 
P, Avey 
PHIL AVEY, CLU, SUPERVISOR 
Phil won the Dunstall Medal in 1979 
as the top CLU graduate in the 
province of B.C. and is a qualifying 
member of the President's Council 
of Manulife and also the million 
dollar round table. 
SMITHEeS, B.C. 047-3434 
BRIAN MONTGOMERY, L IFE 
UNDERWRITER 
Brian is a resident of Terrace and a 
member of the Life Underwriters 
Association of Canada. He is 
bu ilding an enviable record as a Life 
Underwriter with h is many satisfied 
clients. 
BrianMontgomew TERRACE, B.C. 635-9236 
lake's shores faced with 
major cleanup e~penses. 
The isolation factor of the 
disaster was realized by the 
victims as steps were taken 
to utilize helicopters toreach 
outlying areas and provide 
them with food supplies. 
Barge service into 
Kitimat, from the lower 
mainland, also served as a 
key link to keeping Terrace 
above beard for depleting 
everyday store supplies. 
The Ires of two lives was 
also a direct result of the 
water's fury as Francis 
Watson, 48, and Kenneth 
Bateman, 45, CNR era- 
ployees, were conducting 
the East. 
The oldtimers:of Terrace 
still have memories of the 
1936 flood that washed out 
most of Unk. Local residents 
to this day recollect seeing 
homes from the community 
floating down the Skeana 
River and Just making it 
under the Skeena bridge 
between Terrace and 
Thornhfll. 
• Bailey bridges are smi m 
use today and serve as 
washout access from the 
east. The remaining earth 
moving sites will be a con- 
stant reminder to those who 
• travel into the Terrace flood. 
striven area, for some times 
The Solution to Your 
Home Heating Costs 
The FREE HEAT MACHINE 
Makes Fireplaces 
• Heat Homes. 
Saves energy" and money 
• Turns your fireplace into e home heating 
system (up to 38,000 BTUH), white reducing 
your heating bill 
• Transmits heat into the house that would 
otherwise be lost up the chimney 
• Two.speed blowers move ]60 cubic feet ol 
warm air per minute 
• Comf0rtabfy heats 1300.1500squarefeet 
• Easy installation, slides inlo existing 
masonry fireplace. Fits any decor. 
• The most effective heat machine on the 
market! Independent laboratory tested and 
proven 5.46 times more ffective in heat 
output han a leading competitor. 
U S Patent 3938496 
I I I I I I I I I 
• - . .1,  WIDTH' ]  
, HEII~HT 
- i FRONT " I . 
THE IIREE HEAT 
MACHINE'can be heaffng 
your home TOMORROW! 
The unit is engineered to fit easily into 
yourexisting masonry fireplace, After as- 
sembly, you just slide it into place, con- 
nect the electrical cord, and start a fire! 
For more Information, give us a call 
today. 
Bring in your measurements. 
the first scheduled Canadian 
National passenger and 
freight rain to Kitimat. 
It wasn't an official 
opening because the CNR 
had decided to have the 
official opening of this new 
rail link from Terrace on the 
main line to Kitimat on the 
west coast in the spring. But 
it was a happy and gain 
occasion for those who 
decided they wanted to be a 
"first" to travel this new 40- 
mile railroad to the seacoast 
Fortunately T.A. Ms|n- 
prize, divisional superln. 
tendeat, who was there wl~ 
from Prince Rupert and to 
his surprise and pleasure 
they were filled to capacity. 
Camera bulbs flashed affd 
there was a hum of voices as 
the CBC announcer in. 
terviewed various people 
ready to board the train, and 
a general hustle and Imstle 
as pasasngers arrived and 
scurried to pick up. their 
tickets. There was certainly 
an air of enthusiasm and 
excitement which continued 
the entire trip. 
The new i'oute Was a 
delightful one, winding its 
way to the sea through 
rugged country side, over 
numerous steel and wooden 
trestlea between high rock 
bluffs and into open country 
that revealed glimpses of 
Lnkelse Lake and River as 
well as numerous maller 
rivers. 
On arrival at Kit imat the 
party was met by A,C.' 
Turney, works manager for 
the Aluminum Company, t 
George Little, Terraee's other officials, the press and 
founder, was ..one of the some of the townspeople.-' 
happiest to be interviewed! Turcey in a radio interview 
by CBC for he had walked said "this is a big event for 
meat of the plant. About 60 
per cent of aluminum 
shipped will go by rail and 
this new outlet will relieve 
the feeling of isolation and 
make Kitimat self- 
contained." 
The first'train carried 
25,.000 feet of Terrace lumber 
shipped, by the Kltimat 
Builders Supply Ltd., a free 
sample of vegetables 
courtesy of the Klteumkalum 
Farmers' Institute and other 
miscellaneous freight. On 
the return trip the train 
brought back four carloads 
of aluminum ingots ... the 
first shipment by rail. 
NORTHW!S MpIp  .ENT. 
Home of your plumbing 
& heating needs: 
'Glo-boy fireplaces 
"Free heat machine 
o. 'Shaw fireplaces 
"R.S,F. Energy Saver 
'New-mac wood, Wood oil furnaces 
'Selkirk Metalbestos chimney 
Balance of all tools 
30% 0. 
while they last 
5239 KEITH AVE., TERRACE - 635-7158 - 635-7159 
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+450 John Deer with 5th Wheel +Grading 
+,~towplowlng + Backfllllng 
+Leveling +Land Clearing 
Evergreen Contracting 
Terrace Ph0ne Anyt I me 
DAVE & ALLAN 635.3505 
! TheoOdgIw d '-s na, and  
Best 
It 
Home Heat ing F ireplace 
~ , . .~ ,  
SHAW'S fireplaces are 
heating systems and air 
conditioners comb,ned. 
• With an all stainless steel, 25 year guar- 
anteed fire chamber that burns any kind 
of solid fuel, 
• The first f ireplace to replace stale air 
with heated outside air and circulate it 
through the entire dwelling. 
• An adjustable, glass fire screen and com- 
bustion control that contr ibutes t,o 65% 
more heat eff iciency than any conven- 
tional fireplace. 
is, 
Your cho ice  of  Insta l lat ion:  
SHAW'S home heating fireplaces 
can be installed as free standing units 
against any existing wall, or enclosed 
with brick, stone or other decorative 
materials. Add a fan to the outside 
air intake and your SHAWS fireplace 
becomes a primary heat source on 
cold days and an air conditioner on 
warm days. Any handyman can do 
the complete job. 
Two home tes ted  mode ls :  
THE CANADIAN (1624) for dwellings 
with limited floor space, (up to 1,000 
square feet). A 16 by 24 inch stain- 
less steel firebox. 
THEYUKON (2032)for larger homes: 
The20 by 32 inch firebox provides a 
greater heating capacity, 
NOTHING COMPARES WITH 
SHAW'S 
ROME HEATING F IREPLACES 
Your Dealer for The Original Shaw Fireplace. 
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Ski hill here expanding 
Kitsumkalum Mountain 
Ski area started operation 
during the 1975-76 skiing 
season as a community ski 
hill primarily to serve the 
local population of the 
Kitimat.Stikine Regional 
District. 
The ski area is situated 
within the Kitsumkalum 
Recreation Area and 
operated by the Kitimat. 
Stikine Regional District 
under a 21.year Resource 
Use Permit with the B.C. 
Parks Branch, terminating 
on Nov. 30, 1994. 
Ecosign, Mountain 
Recreation Planners Ltd. of 
Whistler, B.C., was com- 
missioned by Jos Konst, area 
manager of the ski hill, to 
prepare a ski area master 
plan for the upgrading and 
posyible expansion of the 
area. 
The summer of 1979 anew T- 
Bar and three additional 
runs were installed. 
Lights for night skiing was 
also a major part of the 
upgrading work performed. 
A great deal of con- 
troversy surrounds the 
anticipated higher ski 
package rates that are 
currently being estab]tshed. 
The ski hill is exper/encmg 
a dilemma s they are faced 
with the costs of replacing 
equipment o maintain a 
good quality of ski hill 
grooming and the needs 
required by the ski en- 
thusiasts to enjoy the 
facilities. 
The ski patrol members. 
actively participate in the 
safety conditions of the hill 
and have already begun to 
plan for the 1979.80 season. 
TERRACE DRUGS 
& 
LAKELSE PHARMACY 
We are happy to kava served Terrace 
for over 40 years aLJ be able to Ilrow 
• wHh the Colimueity. 
Congratulations to all tim new 
Imlaosses as tlioy kelp Ilia Terrace 
area to prosper and expand, 
TERRACE DRUGS 
3207 Kalum St. 
635.7274 
LAKELSE PHAliHACY 
4717 Lakelse Ave. 
63S-7263 • 
The patrol is always most certainly taking the 
looking for new members form ~f promising more of 
and Kitsumkalom boasts a everything for the local 
well co-ordinated effort residents who take pleasure 
belngputforth bythisgroup, in challenging the downhill 
This winter's skiing is sport. 
Overpass only 
ten years old 
January, 1970 saw Ten'am; mission on Friday and were 
District Council officially give~ approval a few hours 
release tbe plana':and ap  before Monday's special 
provalreesivedfr6mOttowa meeting of the District or 
to begin cmstructteo of the Terrace council, 
Sands Overpass, at a The railway overpass. 
Monday evening council designed by consulting 
meeting, engineers A.B. Sanderson 
Mayor Victor Jolllffe and Company of Vancouver 
announced the following was estimated at a c~t of 
Tuesday morning that ;781,000 and due to be 
District Administrator J~hn ~ompleted by September of 
Pousette was to travel to 1970. 
Ottawa and Montreal to 
arrange for finances for the It was forecast at the time 
overpass. Terrace taxpayers would 
The plans for the overpass pick' up approximately 
were submitted to the I;99,000 ofthe total cost of the 
Railway Transport Com- l~OJect, 
The four-lane paved 
overpass composed ofa four 
section 184-foot span was 
designed to eliminate the 
Kalum Street railway MaoGillis & Gibbs Co, 
(B,O.) Ltd. 
Buyers & sellers of Western Red Cedar pales i piling. I 
Full length Ireatklg, shakes & shingles, I 
4660 Keith, Terrace . . . . .  635-2271 > 
Fishing still good here 
Progressin~ with 
TERRACE 
tt-I [s 
GLASS 
630-1166 
in our new building 
THE 
ALL WEST CENTRE 
on the corner of 
KEITH & TETRAULT 
i 
Progressing with ~the 
Pacific Northv est 
.Pre-hung doors 
.Custom built 
.Kitchen cabinet 
.Windows 
.Boats 
.Camper repairs 
"'SGlld Simpli " 
, /  
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Residential,. growth said the key 
Residential objec~ i of 
Draft One proposed 'l ' the daries. " These include the suit an urban need," he said. 
1980-1990 Terrace-: 
mtmity Plan • are :: 
courage orderly resl 
growth and a wide c~ 
homing types and de 
in a variety, of resid~ 
environments at v~ 
within municipal boun- residential development to
lom- bench area, east and west, . McNairnay stated the 
an- "the Horshoc area, and the community plan wants to 
~tiai downtown, Keith Estates, encourage any future 
:e of and the South Kalum area. residential urban growth 
ities Basically, what we're along the already, existing 
~tial looking at in the plan is services, such as water and 
ious 
sewer. 
The plan says the 
municipality intends to 
expand RI residential zones, 
low density single family 
housing, on the west side of 
the bench as land in the 
Horseshoe becomes limited. 
r o p e r r e s I d e n t I a I assist the maintenance and 
velopmeni n the corn-development of a high 
tmlty quality of recreational l nd, 
%ohdi~1cNairnay,.p!a.n~dng facilities and programs for 
director for the umu'lcc o~ the use and enjoyment ofall 
Terrace, said the town has residehts of Terrace,. ec. 
six main residentlalll areas cording to Draft One of the 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: 
:':! ~ t <  
I!i HAVE " ~ g~, \ /  ~\ \ 
~ FRAMES 
.:ko.a 
price ranges: .~: Recreation important AS part of the development of the community plan, the 
municipality has studied 
residential growth in 
Terrace, in the hopes of One goal of the Districto~ Terrace Community Plan large open fields it may he 
being able to encourage Terrace is to encourage and 198o-1990. good parkland," he ex. 
I! +Trains + Planes 
• -I- Boats + Radio Controled 
+Too ls  Cars & Planes 
o;o; . ~ ' 
~i i !!!i T m R RACE SHO P"IP: N G CENTR Iff 6 ~ m l M  . 
:i:i . . . . . . . . . .  - " "  . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
::.: 
&- Decorat,ng 
~:.~: 
"Future park and 
recreation requirements in
Terrace will depend upon 
population growth, the 
financial capability of the 
municipality to provide and 
maintain services and 
facilities, and the recreation 
needs of .the population," 
said •John McNairnay, 
~naing  ~-zc tnr  for the 
. municipality. 
A basle policy of the plan 
described inthe first draft is 
to "develop and maintain a
system of recreational needs 
at each level of community 
development." • 
McNairnay said the 
horseshoe area at the foot of 
the heaeh ad hoes propceed 
as the site of a maJer dis~et 
psrk.' 
'Restdentl.al 
"Commercial 
"Industrial 
Interior & Exterior 
": q/e'r  ess of 
phlned. 
After the development of 
major parks, McNairnay 
said the plan encouraged the 
development of neigh- 
bourhood parks, then 
smaller 'tot parks', using 
land presently owned by the 
municipality or as the result 
of land acquired by 
municipal policy. 
In addition, the plan 
recommends programs for 
c ity beaut l fucat ion,  
preservation of historical 
sites, and repair M the 
Riverside Tennis Courts. 
"These are only potential 
programs right now," 
McNairmy said, 
"The advisory recreation 
commission says the mast 
important thing right now is 
to get the money to maintain 
°:Environmental  ~on .'~the facilities we've got. 
ditions don't make this area" These projects may take. a 
suitable to build on, but with • period of years," he said.. 
• ~o ; • 
Schools - . , . . .  expand. 
.o  
.o  
~ iel Steele i!!,-,.,,,, 635-686 
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In December, 1927 Terrace 
was incorporated as: ,a 
village and since these days 
a stna~ expansion, greatly 
accelerated in the last 20 
years, has taken.place and 
perhaps nowhere is this 
better illustrated than in the 
education picture. 
In the small, but even. at 
that time (1927), well 
established community of 
Terrace there were 150 
children of school age. The 
Kalum Elementary School 
Imilding took care of the 125 
pupils of grades one to eight. 
Next door a converted two 
room teaeherage ac- 
commodated the remaining 
25 students c{ grades nine to. 
twelve. " 
Aereas the Skeena River, 
in a log cabin school house, 
on a trail whore now the 
pea~'t read is located a Miss 
arson instructed the dezefl 
or so children of all grades 
who lived thereabouts. 
Seven teachers were 
ample to provide the 
necessary instruction for 
Terraee's children in 1927. 
In 1960 enrollment was 
I,SGO or ten times the 1927 
flgure.,~•The. 1,~0 children 
then,needed ~.:  teachers. 
Every yea r .~new p~pils 
were enrolled and every 
year five or six additional 
classrooms were needed; 
more teachers, more 
equipment, more supplies .... 
more everything. 
In addition, duplexes and 
other single family housing, 
zoned as R2 residential 
zones, would possibly 
develop in areas closer to 
downtown, while R3, or high 
dens i ty  . res ident ia l  
development would, with the 
exception .o f  a few 
• specialized locations such as 
near Mills" Memorial 
Hcepltal, grow around the 
downtown core. 
"Now, 80 percent of the 
this year will bring 45 new 
lots on the market, as the 
result of subdivision, 15 in 
the South Kalum area and 30 
being developed in the 
Horseshoe. 
Potent ia l  p rograms 
submitted to the council in 
1980 will include developing 
Crown land for residential 
purposes, drawing up a 
master plan for subdivision 
and provide programs" to 
buffer esidential reas from 
other land uses 
people live in single family 
units," 'explained Me- j i 
Nairnay, "but there is a TAB Printers 
demand for apartment or r speCializing In Instant print Irow housing. There has been 
a zero percent vacancy rate I'i fast, eflclent 24 HR. ~vlcell 
in apartments in the area for 
I I the last two or three years." I~H2to 4,03D Park~ 
The community plan says 
The 1979.80 figures 
released by School District 
No. 68 (Terrace) show a 
September enrollment of 
4,138 students attendin8 13 
schools. 
FLAHERTY 
Trucking Ltd. 
progressing 
with 
Terra'ce 
Flaherty Trucking Ltd. 
.:.."i~ 4U4 Welsh 636-6314 ili 
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It s a pleasure, to .be a part the ii::  
• progressmg Pacific Northwest ili 
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l i ra  Fulton now shares an office with Frank Howard 
after the NDP won in the elections here 
Put FOur Tough Scouts 
totheTest. 
International Harvester introduces a tough 
new line-up Four-wheel drive 
vehicles with standard features designed 
to take you off the beaten path and brlng 
you back again. 
• selective 4-wheel drive. 
• Electronic Ignition for fewer parts, better 
performance. 
• Choice of engines from economical 
4-.cyllnder to a 345 cu, in. V-8 
• Rugged full length box frame, 
• Powerful front disc brakes. 
• Plus a great selection of colours, side 
appliques and Interior comfort features. 
Come In'and test drive a Scout 
For adventures to the great outdoors 
others can only 
dream about, I i l  
ImRNATIONAL HARVESTER 
CANAOA 
~k TRUCK SHACK ammp4 ~ 630.B210 
S, E. ISTU) CROUSE 
TERRACE INTERNATIONAL 
TRUCK & EQUIPMENT LTD, 1¢~,,. ~,~ 
~ [  T~UCK SHAC~ 
~3a,8~10 
FRANK (iushl EARL 
TERRACE INTERNATIONAL 
[~UIPMENT LTD. "'" ~'" " ' '  TRUCK G 
,~,  ~,: ;~  ,! 
• ~- / 
The midway - 
theattract ion a.t the [air 
F m 
0ontraotin| Ltd, 
• Sand & Gravel 
.Contract crushing 
'Bulldozing 
.Road building 
.Log loading 
.Trucking 
.Grading 
Hobile HoNer Call Radio Operator for 2RS5 
Kalum Lake Dr, 636-6166 
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